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Abstract— A cell-free massive multiple-input multiple-output1
system is considered using a max–min approach to maximize2
the minimum user rate with per-user power constraints. First,3
an approximated uplink user rate is derived based on channel4
statistics. Then, the original max–min signal-to-interference-5
plus-noise ratio problem is formulated for the optimization of6
receiver filter coefficients at a central processing unit and user7
power allocation. To solve this max–min non-convex problem,8
we decouple the original problem into two sub-problems, namely,9
receiver filter coefficient design and power allocation. The10
receiver filter coefficient design is formulated as a generalized11
Eigenvalue problem, whereas the geometric programming (GP)12
is used to solve the user power allocation problem. Based on13
these two sub-problems, an iterative algorithm is proposed,14
in which both problems are alternately solved while one of15
the design variables is fixed. This iterative algorithm obtains16
a globally optimum solution, whose optimality is proved through17
establishing an uplink–downlink duality. Moreover, we present a18
novel sub-optimal scheme which provides a GP formulation to19
efficiently and globally maximize the minimum uplink user rate.20
The numerical results demonstrate that the proposed scheme21
substantially outperforms the existing schemes in the literature.22
Index Terms— Cell-free massive MIMO, max-min resource23
allocation, geometric programming, uplink-downlink duality,24
convex optimization, generalized eigenvalue problem.25
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I. INTRODUCTION 26
FUTURE fifth generation (5G) wireless communication 27networks will deliver a wide range of new user services 28
and dramatically increased data rates. Massive multiple-input 29
multiple-output (MIMO) has been recognized as one of the 30
key elements of 5G systems, due to its potential for extremely 31
high spectral efficiency [1]–[3]. This paper considers cell-free 32
Massive MIMO which has received much attention recently 33
because of its potential to ensure uniformly good service 34
throughput for all users [4]–[8]. Cell-free Massive MIMO is 35
a combination of distributed MIMO and Massive MIMO, and 36
there is no cell boundary [4]. It is a scalable version of network 37
MIMO which is also called coordinated multipoint process- 38
ing (CoMP) [9], [10]. The distributed access points (APs) are 39
connected to a central processing unit (CPU) via high capacity 40
backhaul links [4]. Cell-free Massive MIMO is thus also a 41
scalable version of the cloud radio access network (CRAN). 42
In CRAN, there are heavy communication burdens on the 43
backhaul, and computation burdens on the CPU, as all signal 44
processing is performed at the CPU [11]. The fog radio access 45
network (FRAN) [12] can overcome some of the problems 46
of CRAN. It moves some signal processing functionalities 47
from the CPU back to the AP, where in this case the APs can 48
also perform part of the signal processing. Hence, the tasks 49
required of the CPU can also be reduced. The more processing 50
is moved to the AP, the less is the burden imposed on 51
the CPU. 52
In [4], [6], and [13], the authors propose that the APs design 53
the linear receivers based on the estimated channels, and that 54
this is carried out locally at the APs. Hence, the CPU exploits 55
only the statistics of the channel for data detection. However, 56
in this paper, we propose to exploit a new receiver filter at the 57
CPU to improve the performance of cell-free Massive MIMO 58
systems. The coefficients of the proposed receiver filter are 59
designed based on only the statistics of the channel, which 60
is different from the linear receiver at the APs. The proposed 61
receiver filter provides more freedom in the design parameters, 62
and hence significantly improves the performance of the uplink 63
of cell-free Massive MIMO. In other words, the receiver filter 64
coefficients are designed after exploiting linear detection at 65
the CPU. Therefore, the uplink problem in the present paper is 66
different from the problem studied in [4], as in [4], the authors 67
do not consider the receiver filter coefficients. 68
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In this paper, we investigate an uplink max-min signal-69
to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) problem in a cell-free70
Massive MIMO system. In particular, we propose a new71
approach to solve this max-min problem. A similar max-min72
SINR problem based on SINR known as SINR balancing in73
the literature has been considered for cognitive radio networks74
in [14]–[16]. In [17] and [18], the authors consider MIMO75
systems and study the problem of max-min user SINR to76
maximize the smallest user SINR. Note that the same max-77
min problem is investigated in an uplink cell-free Massive78
MIMO systems in [4] where user power allocation is utilized79
by using a bisection search approach. However, the max-80
min SINR problem considered in this paper is different from81
the scheme in [4] due to the design parameters (in terms82
of receiver filter coefficients and user power allocation) and83
solution approach. In particular, the receiver filter coefficients84
and power allocation are optimized in the proposed approach85
whereas the work in [4] only considered user power allo-86
cations. First, we derive the average SINR of the user by87
incorporating a matched filtering receiver and formulate the88
corresponding max-min SINR problem. This original max-89
min problem in terms of receiver filter coefficients and power90
allocations is not jointly convex. To circumvent this non-91
convexity issue, we decompose the original problem into92
two sub-problems, namely, receiver filter coefficient design,93
and power allocation. It is shown that the receiver filter94
coefficient design problem can be solved through a generalized95
eigenvalue problem [19] whereas the user power allocation96
problems can be formulated using standard geometric pro-97
gramming (GP) [20], [21]. An iterative procedure is proposed98
whereby at each iteration, one of the sub-problems is solved99
while the other design variable is fixed. To validate the100
optimality of the proposed scheme, we show that there exists101
an equivalent downlink problem to realize the same user102
rate in the uplink with an equivalent total power constraint103
and the same receiver filter coefficients. By solving this104
equivalent problem, the optimality of the proposed scheme105
in the uplink is proved. The problem of uplink-downlink106
duality has been investigated in [17] and [22]–[25]. Simulation107
results are provided to demonstrate the performance of the108
proposed scheme which confirms that the proposed scheme109
outperforms the scheme in [4] in terms of achieved user rate.110
In addition, we propose a new sub-optimal max-min SINR111
scheme using a GP formulation which does not require any112
iterative approach as in [4]. The contributions and results are as113
follows:114
1. To improve the performance of the system, we propose115
to use a novel receiver filter, operating at the CPU,116
which can be designed based only on the statistics of117
the channel. Note that this is different from the linear118
matched filtering receiver in [4].119
2. The uplink user throughput using the proposed filter120
is derived based on channel statistics and taking into121
account the effects of channel estimation errors and the122
effect of pilot sequences. We propose a novel approach to123
solve the uplink max-min SINR problem, decoupling the124
original problem into two sub-problems, which are solved125
using an iterative algorithm. These sub-problems are126
Fig. 1. The uplink of a cell-free Massive MIMO system with K single-
antenna users and M APs. The solid lines denote the uplink channels and the
dashed lines present the backhaul links from the APs to the CPU.
formulated as GP and a generalized eigenvalue problem, 127
and both sub-problems are solved at each iteration. 128
3. We prove that the proposed iterative algorithm provides 129
the globally optimal solution for the original non-convex 130
max-min SINR problem. The optimality of the proposed 131
algorithm is proved through establishing the uplink- 132
downlink duality for cell-free Massive MIMO. 133
4. We present a sub-optimal max-min SINR scheme by 134
formulating it into a standard GP which does not require 135
an iterative approach and shows the same performance as 136
in [4]. 137
5. We present the complexity analysis of different schemes. 138
6. We present numerical results supporting the convergence 139
analysis and the theoretical derivations of the optimality 140
of the proposed schemes. 141
A. Outline 142
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 143
describes the system model, and Section III provides per- 144
formance analysis. The proposed max-min SINR scheme is 145
presented in Section IV and the convergence analysis is 146
provided in Section V. The optimality of the proposed scheme 147
is proved in Section VI. Section VII investigates a sub-optimal 148
max-min SINR scheme. Complexity analysis and a proposed 149
user assignment scheme are presented in Section VIII and 150
Section IX, respectively. Finally, Section X provides numerical 151
results while Section XI concludes the paper. 152
B. Notation 153
The following notations are adopted in the rest of the 154
paper. Uppercase and lowercase boldface letters are used for 155
matrices and vectors, respectively. The notation E{·} denotes 156
expectation. | · | stands for absolute value. The conjugate 157
transpose of vector x is xH , and XT denotes the transpose 158
of matrix X. In addition, x ∼ CN (0, σ2) represents a zero- 159
mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variable 160
with variance σ2. 161
II. SYSTEM MODEL 162
We consider uplink transmission in a cell-free Massive 163
MIMO system with M single-antenna APs and K randomly 164
distributed single-antenna users in the area, as shown in Fig. 1. 165
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The channel coefficient between the kth user and the mth AP,166
gmk, is modeled as [4]167
gmk =
√
βmkhmk, (1)168
where βmk denotes the large-scale fading and hmk ∼169
CN (0, 1) represents small-scale fading between the kth user170
and the mth AP.171
A. Uplink Channel Estimation172
In order to estimate channel coefficients in the uplink,173
the APs employ an minimum mean-square error (MMSE) esti-174
mator. During the training phase, all K users simultaneously175
transmit their pilot sequences of length τ symbols to the APs.176
Let
√
τφk ∈ Cτ×1, where ‖φk‖2 = 1, be the pilot sequence177
assigned to the kth user. Then, the received signal at the178
mth AP is given by179
ypm =
√
τpp
K∑
k=1
gmkφk + wpm, (2)180
where vector wpm ∈ Cτ×1 is the noise whose elements are181
i.i.d CN (0, 1). Next, the APs exploit the pilot sequence φk182
to correlate the received signal with the pilot sequence as183
follows [4]:184
yˇpm,k =φ
H
k ypm =
√
τppgmk +
√
τpp
K∑
k′ =k
gmk′φ
H
k φk′ + w˙
p
mk,185
where w˙pmk  φHk wpm. The linear MMSE estimate of gmk is186
gˆmk =
E
{
gmkyˇpm,k
}
E
{∣
∣
∣yˇpm,k
∣
∣
∣
2
} yˇpm,k187
= cmk
⎛
⎝√τppgmk+√τpp
K∑
k′ =k
gmk′φ
H
k φk′ +w˙
p
mk
⎞
⎠,188
(3)189
where cmk is obtained as [4]190
cmk =
√
τppβmk
τpp
∑K
k′=1 βmk′
∣
∣φHk φk′
∣
∣2 + 1
. (4)191
Note that, as in [4], we assume that the large-scale fad-192
ing, βmk, is known. The estimated channels in (3) are used by193
the APs to design the receiver filter coefficients and determine194
power allocations at users to maximize the minimum rate195
of the users. In this paper, we investigate the cases of both196
random pilot assignment and orthogonal pilots in cell-free197
Massive MIMO. Here the term “orthogonal pilots” refers to the198
case where unique orthogonal pilots are assigned to all users,199
while in “random pilot assignment” each user is randomly200
assigned a pilot sequence from a set of orthogonal sequences201
of length τ (< K), following the approach of [4] and [26].202
B. Uplink Transmission 203
In this subsection, we consider the uplink data transmission, 204
where all users send their signals to the APs. The transmitted 205
signal from the kth user is represented by 206
xk =
√
ρ qksk, (5) 207
where sk (E{|sk|2} = 1) and qk denote the transmitted 208
symbol and the transmit power from the kth user, respectively. 209
Moreover, ρ refers to the normalized uplink SNR. The received 210
signal at the mth AP from all users is given by 211
ym =
√
ρ
K∑
k=1
gmk
√
qksk + nm, (6) 212
where nm ∼ CN (0, 1) is the noise at the mth AP. In addition, 213
a matched filtering approach is employed at the APs, in that 214
the received signal is weighted appropriately. More precisely, 215
the received signal at the mth AP, ym, is first multiplied 216
by gˆ∗mk. The resulting gˆ∗mkym is then forwarded to the CPU 217
for signal detection. In order to improve achievable rate, 218
the forwarded signal is further multiplied by a receiver filter 219
coefficient at the CPU. The aggregated received signal at the 220
CPU can be written as 221
rk =
M∑
m=1
umkgˆ
∗
mkym 222
=
√
ρ
K∑
k′=1
M∑
m=1
umkgˆ
∗
mkgmk′
√
qk′sk′ +
M∑
m=1
umkgˆ
∗
mknm. 223
(7) 224
By collecting all the coefficients umk, ∀ m corresponding 225
to the kth user, we define uk = [u1k, u2k, · · · , uMk]T and 226
without loss of generality, it is assumed that ||uk|| = 1. The 227
optimal solution for uk, qk, ∀ k for the considered max- 228
min SINR approach is investigated in Section IV. Similar 229
to [4], [6], and [13], we assume that the APs are connected to 230
the CPU via perfect backhaul connections. Such perfect back- 231
haul links might be established through fiber links between 232
the APs and the CPU. Moreover, based on [27], copper- 233
based backhaul links can provide a capacity of 750 Mbits/s 234
for a maximum distance of 1.5 km between the APs and 235
the CPU. In [28]–[30], the authors show that exploiting 236
optimal uniform quantization and wireless microwave links 237
with capacity 100 Mbits/s [31], the performance of limited- 238
backhaul cell-free Massive MIMO system closely approaches 239
the performance of cell-free Massive MIMO with perfect 240
backhaul links. 241
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 242
In this section, we derive the achievable rate for the consid- 243
ered system model by following a similar approach to [4]. Note 244
that the main difference between the proposed approach and 245
the scheme in [4] is the new set of receiver filter coefficients 246
which are introduced at the CPU to improve the achievable 247
user rate. The benefits of the proposed approach in terms of 248
the achievable uplink rate are demonstrated by the numerical 249
results in Section V. In deriving the achievable rate of each 250
user, it is assumed that the CPU exploits only the knowledge 251
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of channel statistics between the users and APs in detecting252
data from the received signal in (7). Without loss of generality,253
the aggregate received signal in (7) can be written as254
rk255
=
√
ρE
{
M∑
m=1
umkgˆ
∗
mkgmk
√
qk
}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
DSk
sk256
+
√
ρ
(
M∑
m=1
umkgˆ
∗
mkgmk
√
qk−E
{
M∑
m=1
umkgˆ
∗
mkgmk
√
qk
})
︸ ︷︷ ︸
BUk
sk257
+
K∑
k′ =k
√
ρ
M∑
m=1
umkgˆ
∗
mkgmk′
√
qk′
︸ ︷︷ ︸
IUIkk′
sk′ +
M∑
m=1
umkgˆ
∗
mknm
︸ ︷︷ ︸
TNk
,258
(8)259
where DSk and BUk denote the desired signal (DS) and beam-260
forming uncertainty (BU) for the kth user, respectively, and261
IUIkk′ represents the inter-user-interference (IUI) caused by262
the k′th user. In addition, TNk accounts for the total noise (TN)263
following the matched filtering. The corresponding SINR of264
the received signal in (8) can be defined by considering the265
worst-case of the uncorrelated Gaussian noise as follows [4]:266
SINRUPk =
|DSk|2
E{|BUk|2}+
∑K
k′ =k E{|IUIkk′ |2}+E{|TNk|2}
. (9)267
Based on the SINR definition in (9), the achievable uplink268
rate of the kth user is defined in the following theorem:269
Theorem 1: By employing the matched filtering approach270
at the APs, the achievable uplink rate of the kth user in the271
cell-free Massive MIMO system with K randomly distributed272
single-antenna users and M single-antenna APs is given273
by (10), shown at the bottom of this page. Note that in (10),274
we have275
Γk = [γ1k, γ2k, · · · , γMk]T , (11a)276
uk = [u1k, u2k, · · · , uMk]T , (11b)277
Δkk′ = [
γ1kβ1k′
β1k
,
γ2kβ2k′
β2k
, · · · , γMkβMk′
βMk
]T , (11c)278
Rk = diag [γ1k, γ2k, · · · , γMk] , (11d)279
Dkk′ = diag [β1k′γ1k, β2k′γ2k, · · · , βMk′γMk] . (11e)280
Proof: Please refer to Appendix A.281
Note that the achievable rate in (10) is a function of only282
large-scale fading which changes less often than the actual283
channel. Hence, the rate formula and accordingly the power 284
coefficients only need to be calculated when the large-scale 285
fading changes. Therefore, the APs do not need frequently to 286
update the CPU with the instantaneous channel state and the 287
user rates will change only when the positions of the users 288
change. Moreover, in cell-free Massive MIMO, due to the 289
channel hardening property, detection using only the channel 290
statistics is nearly optimal [4]. 291
IV. PROPOSED MAX-MIN SINR SCHEME 292
In this section, we formulate the max-min user-fairness 293
problem in the cell-free Massive MIMO, where the minimum 294
uplink rates of all users is maximized while satisfying the 295
per-user power constraint. This max-min rate problem can be 296
formulated as the following optimization framework: 297
P1 : max
qk,uk
min
k=1,··· ,K
RUPk , (12a) 298
s.t. ||uk|| = 1, ∀ k, (12b) 299
0 ≤ qk ≤ p(k)max, ∀ k, (12c) 300
where p(k)max is the maximum transmit power available at 301
user k. From (10), it can be observed that in the denominator 302
of the expression for the uplink SINR, the power coeffi- 303
cients qk′ , k′ = k are coupled with the receiver filter uk. 304
Therefore, it is not possible to define a new variable wk = 305√
qkuk, and solve the problem jointly in terms of uk and qk. 306
As a result, Problem P1 is not jointly convex in terms of 307
uk and power allocation qk, ∀ k. Therefore, this problem 308
cannot be directly solved through existing convex optimization 309
software. To tackle this non-convexity issue, we decouple the 310
original problem P1 into two sub-problems: receiver filter 311
coefficient design (i.e., uk) and the power allocation problem. 312
To obtain a solution for Problem P1, these sub-problems are 313
alternately solved as explained in the following subsections. 314
A. Receiver Filter Coefficient Design 315
In this subsection, we solve the receiver coefficient design 316
problem to maximize the uplink rate of each user for a given 317
set of transmit power allocations at all users. By following the 318
analysis in [17], [22], and [23], the receiver filter coefficients 319
(i.e., uk, ∀k) can be obtained by independently maximizing 320
the uplink SINR of each user. Therefore, the optimal receiver 321
filter coefficients for all users for a given set of transmit 322
power allocations can be determined by solving the following 323
optimization problem (13a) and (13b), shown at the bottom of 324
this page. 325
RUPk = log2
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝1 +
uHk
(
qkΓkΓHk
)
uk
uHk
(
∑K
k′ =k qk′ |φHk φk′ |2Δkk′ΔHkk′ +
∑K
k′=1 qk′Dkk′ +
1
ρ
Rk
)
uk
⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠ . (10)
P2 : max
uk
uHk
(
qkΓkΓHk
)
uk
uHk
(∑K
k′ =k qk′ |φHk φk′ |2Δkk′ΔHkk′ +
∑K
k′=1 qk′Dkk′ +
1
ρRk
)
uk
(13a)
s.t. ||uk|| = 1, ∀ k. (13b)
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Algorithm 1 Proposed Algorithm to Solve Problem P1
1. Initialize q(0) = [q(0)1 , q
(0)
2 , · · · , q(0)K ], i = 1
2. Repeat
3. i = i + 1
4. Set q(i) = q(i−1) and determine the optimal receiver
coefficients U(i) = [u(i)1 , u
(i)
2 , · · · , u(i)K ] through solving the
generalized eigenvalue Problem P2 in (13)
5. Compute q(i+1) through solving Problem P4 in (15)
6. Go back to Step 3 and repeat until required accuracy
Problem P2 is a generalized eigenvalue problem [19], where326
the optimal solutions can be obtained by determining the327
generalized eigenvalue of the matrix pair Ak = qkΓkΓHk and328
Bk =
∑K
k′ =k qk′ |φHk φk′ |2Δkk′ΔHkk′ +
∑K
k′=1 qk′Dkk′ +
1
ρRk329
corresponding to the maximum generalized eigenvalue.330
B. Power Allocation331
In this subsection, we solve the power allocation problem332
for a given set of fixed receiver filter coefficients which can333
be formulated as the following max-min problem:334
P3 : max
qk
min
k=1,··· ,K
SINRUPk , (14a)335
s.t. 0 ≤ qk ≤ p(k)max. (14b)336
Without loss of generality, Problem P3 can be rewritten by337
introducing a new slack variable as338
P4 : max
t,qk
t, (15a)339
s.t. 0 ≤ qk ≤ p(k)max, ∀ k, (15b)340
SINRUPk ≥ t, ∀ k. (15c)341
Proposition 1: Problem P4 can be formulated into a stan-342
dard GP.343
Proof: Please refer to Appendix B.344
Therefore, this problem can be efficiently solved through345
existing convex optimization software. Based on these two346
sub-problems, an iterative algorithm is developed by alter-347
nately solving each sub-problem at each iteration. The348
proposed algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.349
V. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS350
In this section, the convergence analysis of the proposed351
Algorithm 1 is provided. Two sub-problems are alternately352
solved to determine the solution to Problem P1. At each353
iteration, one of the design parameters is determined by354
solving the corresponding sub-problem while other design355
variable is fixed. Note that each sub-problem provides an356
optimal solution for the other given design variable. At the ith357
iteration, the receiver filter coefficients u(i)k , ∀k are determined358
for a given power allocation q(i) and similarly, the power359
allocation q(i+1) is updated for a given set of receiver filter360
coefficients u(i)k , ∀k. The optimal power allocation q(i+1)361
obtained for a given u(i)k achieves an uplink rate greater than362
or equal to that of the previous iteration. In addition, the power363
allocation q(i) is also a feasible solution in determining q(i+1)364
as the receiver filter coefficients u(i+1)k , ∀k are determined365
for a given q(i). This reveals that the achieved uplink rate366
monotonically increases with each iteration, which can be also 367
observed from the simulation results presented in Figs. 8 and 9. 368
As the achievable uplink max-min rate is upper bounded by 369
a certain value for a given set of per-user power constraints, 370
the proposed algorithm converges to a particular solution. For- 371
tunately, the proposed Algorithm 1 converges to the optimal 372
solution, as we will prove by establishing the uplink-downlink 373
duality in the following section. 374
VI. OPTIMALITY OF THE PROPOSED 375
MAX-MIN SINR ALGORITHM 376
In this section, we prove the optimality of the proposed max- 377
min SINR scheme in Algorithm 1. In general, converting the 378
original non-convex problem into two sub-problems would 379
remove the global optimality. However, the global optimality 380
of the proposed Algorithm 1 can be proved as follows: 381
first, we show that the solution of the original max-min 382
Problem P1 can be obtained by solving an uplink problem 383
with an equivalent total power constraint instead of the per- 384
user power constraint. Then, an uplink-downlink duality is 385
established by proving that the same SINRs can be achieved 386
in both the uplink and the downlink with an equivalent total 387
power constraint. In other words, the same SINRs in the 388
uplink Problem P1 can be realized by solving an equivalent 389
downlink problem. Finally, we present a bisection approach 390
to determine the optimal solution of the equivalent downlink 391
problem. Since both the uplink Problem P1 and the equivalent 392
downlink problem achieve the same SINRs and the solution 393
of the downlink problem is optimal, it is straightforward to 394
conclude that Algorithm 1 yields the optimal solution for the 395
considered uplink max-min SINR problem in P1. The details 396
of the proof are provided in the following subsections. 397
A. Equivalent Max-Min Uplink Problem 398
In this subsection, we show that both Problem P1 with per- 399
user power constraint and the uplink max-min fairness problem 400
with the total power constraint achieve the same user rate. 401
In the total power constraint, the maximum available transmit 402
power is defined as the summation of all users’ transmit power 403
from the solution of Problem P1, which can be written as 404
follows: 405
P ctot =
K∑
k=1
q∗k, (16) 406
where q∗k is the power allocated to the kth user obtained by 407
solving problem P1 (Algorithm 1). The equivalent uplink max- 408
min problem with this total power constraint can be formulated 409
as follows: 410
P5 : max
qk,uk
min
k=1,··· ,K
RUPk , (17a) 411
s.t. ||uk|| = 1, ∀ k, (17b) 412
K∑
k=1
qk ≤ P ctot. (17c) 413
Similar to the original Problem P1, Problem P5 is not jointly 414
convex in terms of receiver filter coefficients uk and power 415
allocation qk, ∀k. However, we modify Algorithm 1 to incor- 416
porate the total power constraint in Problem P5. Similar to the 417
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alternate optimization approach for Problem P1, Problem P5418
is decoupled into receiver filter coefficient design and power419
allocation sub problems. The same generalized eigenvalue420
problem in Problem P2 is solved to determine the receiver421
filter coefficients whereas the GP formulation in P4 is adapted422
to incorporate the total power constraint (17c). This is a convex423
constraint (posynomial function in terms of power allocation)424
and the power allocation problem (GP) with the equivalent425
total power constraint remains as a convex problem.426
Lemma 1: Both the original Problem P1 and Problem P5427
yield the same solution with per-user power constraint and428
equivalent total power constraint.429
Proof: Please refer to Appendix C.430
B. Uplink-Downlink Duality for Cell-Free Massive MIMO431
In this subsection, we establish an uplink-downlink duality432
for cell-free Massive MIMO systems. In particular, it is shown433
that the same SINRs (or rate regions) can be realized for all434
users in the uplink and the downlink with the equivalent total435
power constraints, respectively [22]–[24], [32]. In other words,436
the same set of filter coefficients can be utilized in the uplink437
and the downlink to achieve the same SINRs for all users438
with different user power allocations. The following theorem439
defines the achievable downlink rate for cell-free Massive440
MIMO systems:441
Theorem 2: By employing conjugate beamforming at442
the APs, the achievable downlink rate of the kth user in the443
cell-free Massive MIMO system with K randomly distributed444
single-antenna users and M single-antenna APs is given445
by (18), shown at the bottom of this page.446
Proof: This can be derived by following the same447
approach as for the uplink in Theorem 1.448
Note that the symbol Λk′k, in (18), is defined as449
Λk′k =
[
γ1k′β1k
β1k′
,
γ2k′β2k
β2k′
, · · · , γMk′βMk
βMk′
]T
, and Υk′k450
denotes the diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are451
[γ1k′β1k, γ2k′β2k, · · · , γMk′βMk]. In addition, pk, ∀k denotes452
the downlink power allocation for the kth user. Moreover,453
the uplink SINR is given in (19), shown at the bottom of this454
page. The following Theorem provides the required condition 455
to establish the uplink-downlink duality for cell-free Massive 456
MIMO systems: 457
Theorem 3: By employing matched filtering in the uplink 458
and conjugate beamforming in the downlink, to realize the 459
same SINR tuples in both the uplink and the downlink of a 460
cell-free Massive MIMO system, with the same filter coeffi- 461
cients and different transmit power allocations, the following 462
condition should be satisfied: 463
M∑
m=1
K∑
k=1
γmk |wmk|2 =
K∑
k=1
q∗k = P
c
tot, (20) 464
where wmk denotes the (m, k)-th entry of matrix W which is 465
defined as follows: 466
W = [√p1u1,√p2u2, · · · ,√pKuK ]. (21) 467
Proof: Please refer to Appendix D. 468
C. Equivalent Max-Min Downlink Problem 469
In this subsection, we present an optimal approach to solve 470
the max-min SINR downlink problem with the equivalent total 471
power constraint. This user-fairness problem can be formulated 472
as follows: 473
P6 : max
pk,uk
min
k=1,··· ,K
RDLk , (22a) 474
s.t. ||uk|| = 1, ∀ k, (22b) 475
K∑
k=1
pk ≤ P ctot, (22c) 476
where RDLk = log2(1 + SINR
DL
k ), and SINRDLk is defined 477
in (18). This problem is difficult to jointly solve in terms 478
of transmit filter coefficients uk’s and power allocations pk’s. 479
However, similar to [4], it can be reformulated by introducing 480
a new variable by coupling both of these variables as follows: 481
482
P7 : max
W
min
k=1,··· ,K
RDLk , (23a) 483
s.t.
M∑
m=1
K∑
k=1
γmk |wmk|2 ≤ P ctot. (23b) 484
SINRDLk (U, p) =
uHk
(
pkΓkΓHk
)
uk
∑K
k′ =k u
H
k′pk′
∣
∣φHk′φk
∣
∣2 Λk′kΛHk′kuk′ +
∑K
k′=1 u
H
k′pk′Υk′kuk′ +
1
ρ
. (18)
SINRUPk (U, q) =
uHk
(
qkΓkΓHk
)
uk
uHk
(∑K
k′ =k qk′
∣
∣φHk φk′
∣
∣2 Δkk′ΔHkk′ +
∑K
k′=1 qk′Dkk′ +
1
ρRmk
)
uk
. (19)
P8 : min
W
M∑
m=1
K∑
k=1
γmk |wmk|2 (24a)
s.t.
wHk
(
ΓkΓHk
)
wk
∑K
k′ =kw
H
k′
∣
∣φHk′φk
∣
∣2 Λk′kΛHk′kwk′+
∑K
k′=1w
H
k′Υk′kwk′+
1
ρ
≥ t, (24b)
M∑
m=1
K∑
k=1
γmk |wmk|2 ≤ P ctot, (24c)
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It can be easily shown that Problem P7 is quasi-convex,485
therefore a bisection approach can be exploited to obtain the486
optimal solution for the original Problem P7 by sequentially487
solving the following power minimization problem for a given488
target SINR t at all users (24a)–(24c), shown at the bottom of489
this page, where wk represents the kth column of the matrix W490
defined in (21). Second order cone programming (SOCP) can491
be exploited to reformulate Problem P8 as a convex one.492
More precisely, for a given t, Problem P8 can be reformulated493
as follows:494
P rewrite8 : minW
M∑
m=1
K∑
k=1
γmk |wmk|2 , (25a)495
s.t. ||zk|| ≤
∑M
m=1[Γk]mwmk√
t
, ∀k, (25b)496
M∑
m=1
[Λk′k]mwmk′ ≤ χk′k, ∀k′ = k, (25c)497
M∑
m=1
[Υk′k]mw2mk′ ≤ ψ2k′k, ∀k, (25d)498
M∑
m=1
K∑
k=1
γmk |wmk|2 ≤ P ctot, (25e)499
where χk′k and ψ2k′k are slack variables, and [x]n represents500
the nth element of vector x. Moreover, we have501
zk 
[
χ1kφ
H
1 φk, · · · , χ(k−1)kφHk−1φk, χ(k+1)kφHk+1φk, · · · ,502
χKkφ
H
Kφk, ψ1k, · · · , ψKk,
1√
ρ
]
. (26)503
It can be seen that (25b) represents second order504
cone (SOC) [33]. Hence, Problem P rewrite8 is a SOCP.505
Therefore, the optimal solution for Problem P6 can be506
derived by extracting the normalized transmit filter coeffi-507
cients uk’s and power allocations pk’s as508
p∗k = ||w∗k||2, ∀k, (27a)509
u∗k =
w∗k
||w∗k||
, ∀k, (27b)510
where w∗k’s are the optimal solution of Problem P7. Note511
that constraint (23b) is an equivalent total power constraint512
to the per-user power constraint in the original uplink max-513
min SINR problem in P1, which is a more relaxed constraint514
than the per-user power constraint in P1. However, it is already515
shown in the previous sub-section that the same SINRs can516
be realized in both the uplink and the downlink with per-517
user and the equivalent total power constraints. In addition,518
the SINRs achieved in the downlink problem in P7 are519
optimal and therefore the SINRs achieved in Problem P1520
is optimal. Next, let us again consider the uplink max-min521
SINR Problems P1 and P5. After solving the uplink max-522
min SINR with total power (with the maximum available523
power P ctot =
∑K
k=1 q
∗
k defined in Problem P5), and solving 524
the uplink max-min SINR with per-user power constraints 525
(Problem P1), we observe that the obtained power allocation 526
for all users (qk, ∀k) after solving Problem P1 and Problem P5 527
are exactly the same. Moreover, after solving Problem P5 528
using the proposed Algorithm 1, it is observed that at least one 529
of the users always consumes the maximum power (i.e., there 530
always exists one user with q∗k = p
(k)
max). However, it is easy 531
to prove that it is not possible to improve the max-min rate 532
of the system by increasing the power of other users since 533
in this case we would have to decrease the power of user 534
with q∗k = p
(k)
max, which decreases the rate of this user, and 535
hence the max-min rate. This validates the optimality of the 536
proposed max-min SINR scheme in Algorithm 1. 537
VII. SUB-OPTIMAL UPLINK MAX-MIN SINR 538
In this section, we revisit the bisection search based uplink 539
max-min SINR scheme presented in [4]. First, this bisection 540
scheme is summarized and then, we propose another approach 541
to solve this max-min SINR problem by formulating it into a 542
convex optimization framework. This scheme is developed by 543
appropriately allocating transmit powers at each user with an 544
matched filtering technique at the APs. However, no receiver 545
filter coefficient design has been considered at the CPU to 546
enhance the uplink rate as in the previous section. The achiev- 547
able rate of the kth user is derived in (28), shown at the bottom 548
of this page, where ηk is the allocated transmit power at user 549
k [4]. For this scenario, the uplink max-min SINR problem 550
can be formulated as the following max-min problem: 551
P9 : max
ηk≥0
min
k
RUPk , (29a) 552
s.t. 0 ≤ ηk ≤ p(k)max. (29b) 553
A. Bisection Search Method 554
In this subsection, we present the bisection search method 555
for this quasi-linear problem. As this problem cannot be 556
directly solved in this present form, a series of power min- 557
imization problems is solved by setting the same target rate 558
for all users and the corresponding target rate is modified in the 559
next iteration according to the feasibility or infeasibility of the 560
power minimization problem at each iteration. The feasibility 561
of the following power minimization problem is verified for 562
a given target SINR t at all users in each iteration of the 563
bisection search [4]: 564
P10 : min
ηk
K∑
k=1
ηk, (30a) 565
s.t. 0 ≤ ηk ≤ p(k)max, ∀ k, (30b) 566
567
ρ
K∑
k′ =k
ηk′
(
M∑
m=1
γmk
βmk′
βmk
)2
∣
∣φHk φk′
∣
∣2 t 568
RUPk =
⎛
⎜
⎝1 +
ρηk
(∑M
m=1 γmk
)2
ρ
∑K
k′ =k ηk′
(∑M
m=1 γmk
βmk′
βmk
)2 ∣
∣φHk φk′
∣
∣2 + ρ
∑K
k′=1 ηk′
∑M
m=1 γmkβmk′ +
∑M
m=1 γmk
⎞
⎟
⎠ . (28)
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Algorithm 2 Bisection Search Method to Solve Problem P9
1. Initialize tmin, tmax and 
2. Solve Problem P10, defined in (30), with t = tmax+tmin2
3. Repeat
4. If Problem P10 is feasible, then tmin = t
5. Else, tmax = t
6. Repeat until (tmax − tmin) ≤ 
+ ρ
K∑
k′=1
ηk′
M∑
m=1
γmkβmk′ t+
M∑
m=1
γmkt569
≤ ρηk
(
M∑
m=1
γmk
)2
, ∀k. (30c)570
In this bisection search approach, first an upper and lower571
bounds of the achievable SINR are set to tmax and tmin,572
respectively and the initial target SINR t is chosen as (tmax +573
tmin)/2. If Problem P10 is feasible for a given target SINR t,574
then the lower bound tmin will be set to t and a new target575
SINR is chosen as (tmax + tmin)/2 for the next iteration. This576
procedure is continued until the difference between the upper577
and the lower bounds is smaller than a predefined threshold .578
This bisection search method based uplink max-min SINR579
scheme is summarized in Algorithm 2. Note that based on580
the analysis in [17], the bisection search method provides the581
optimal solution. In the rest of this section, we show that582
Problem P9 can be reformulated as a standard GP, which does583
not require an iterative bisection search to find the optimal584
solution.585
B. Proposed Sub-Optimal Scheme586
In this subsection, we exploit GP (convex problem) to587
develop an efficient solution for Problem P9 defined in (29).588
As mentioned in previous subsection, Problem P9 cannot be589
directly solved through the optimization software. Consider590
the following optimization problem:591
P11 : max
t,ηk
t, (31a)592
s.t. 0 ≤ ηk ≤ p(k)max, ∀ k, (31b)593
SINRUPk ≥ t, ∀ k. (31c)594
Proposition 2: Problem P11 can be reformulated into a GP.595
Proof: The standard form of GP is defined in Appendix B.596
The SINR constraint in (31c) can be reformulated into the597
posynomial function. Following a simple transformation,598
the SINR constraint in (31c) can be represented by the599
following inequality:600
η−1k
⎛
⎝
K∑
k′ =k
ekk′ηk′ +
K∑
k′=1
fkk′ηk′ + rk
⎞
⎠ <
1
t
, (32)601
where602
ekk′ =
(∑M
m=1 γmk
βmk′
βmk
)2 ∣
∣φHk φk′
∣
∣2
(∑M
m=1 γmk
)2 , (33a)603
TABLE I
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF DIFFERENT PROBLEMS
fkk′ =
∑M
m=1 γmkβmk′(∑M
m=1 γmk
)2 , (33b) 604
rk =
∑M
m=1 γmk
ρ
(∑M
m=1 γmk
)2 . (33c) 605
The transformation in (32) demonstrates that the left-hand side 606
of (32) is a posynomial function. Hence, Problem P11 is a 607
standard GP, which completes the proof of Proposition 2. 608
Based on Proposition 2, the objective function and constraints 609
of Problem P11 are monomial and posynomials functions in 610
terms of power allocaitons ηks. Hence, Problem P11 is a 611
standard GP, and can be efficiently solved through convex 612
optimization software. Simulation results are provided to show 613
that both bisection and GP based sub-optimal schemes achieve 614
the same user rate for all users. 615
VIII. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS 616
Here, we provide the computational complexity analysis for 617
the proposed Algorithm 1, which solves a generalized eigen- 618
value problem P2 and a GP (convex optimization problem) P4 619
at each iteration. For the receiver filter coefficient design in P2, 620
given by (13), an eigenvalue solver requires approximately 621
O(KM3) flops [34], [35]. Note that the complexity analysis 622
of an eigenvalue solver takes into account the matrix inversion 623
as well. In addition, a standard GP in Problem P4, defined 624
in (15), can be solved with complexity equivalent to O(K 72 ) 625
[36, Ch. 10]. The proposed sub-optimal scheme in Section VII 626
solves a GP in Problem P11, defined in (31), which can be 627
solved with O(K 72 ) [36, Ch. 10]. However, for the scheme 628
in [4], the iterative bisection search method in Algorithm 2 629
solves a SOCP at each iteration. The complexity of SOCP is 630
O(K4) in each iteration [37], [38]. Note that the total number 631
of iterations to solve Problem P9 via a bisection search method 632
is given by log2( tmax−tmin ), where  refers to a predetermined 633
threshold [33]. The number of arithmetic operations required 634
for Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2, and the proposed sub-optimal 635
scheme are provided in Table I. 636
IX. PROPOSED USER ASSIGNMENT SCHEME 637
In practice, the total backhaul capacity required between the 638
mth AP and the CPU increases linearly with the total number 639
of users served by the mth AP, which motivates the need to 640
pick a proper set of active users for each AP [28]. In [28], 641
we proposed a user assignment algorithm which can reduce 642
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the required capacity of backhaul link by assigning a limited643
number of users to each AP, however, this paper assumes644
perfect backhaul links. Hence, for simplicity we assume here645
that only thm% of the total number of users can be supported646
by the mth AP. Hence, we have647
Km ≤
(
thm
100
×K
)
, (34)648
where Km denotes the size of the set of active users for the649
mth AP. First, we find an upper bound on the size of the set of650
active users for each AP. In the next step, we propose for all651
APs that the users are sorted according to βmk, ∀k, and find652
the Km users which have the highest values of βmk among653
all users. If a user is not selected by any AP, we propose to654
find the AP which has the best link to this user. Then, we add655
the user to the set of active users for this AP and drop the656
user which has the lowest βmk, ∀k, among active users for657
that AP which have links to other APs as well. We next solve658
the original max-min SINR problem with γ˜mk ← γmk, where659
γ˜mk is given by660
γ˜mk =
{
γmk, m ∈ Sk
0, otherwise,
(35)661
where Sk refers to the set of active APs for the kth user. Note662
that optimum user assignment scheme can be considered in663
future work.664
X. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION665
In this section, we provide numerical simulation results666
to validate the performance of the proposed max-min SINR667
scheme with different parameters. A cell-free Massive MIMO668
system with M APs and K single-antenna users is considered669
in a D × D simulation area, where both APs and users are670
uniformly located at random. In the following subsections,671
we define the simulation parameters and then present the672
corresponding simulation results.673
A. Simulation Parameters674
The channel coefficients between users and APs are675
modeled in (1) where the coefficient βmk is given by [4]676
βmk = PLmk10
σsh zmk
10 , (36)677
where PLmk is the path loss from the kth user to the mth AP678
and the second term in (36), 10 σshzmk10 , denotes the shadow679
fading with standard deviation σsh = 8 dB, and zmk ∼680
N (0, 1). In the simulation, an uncorrelated shadowing model681
is considered and a three-slope model for the path loss is given682
by [4], [39]683
PLmk =
⎧
⎨
⎩
−L− 35 log10(dmk), dmk > d1,
−L−15log10(d1)−20 log10(dmk), d0<dmk≤d1,
−L− 15 log10(d1)− 20 log10(d0), dmk ≤ d0,
684
(37)685
and L = 46.3 + 33.9 log10(f) − 13.82 log10(hAP ) −686
(1.1 log10(f)− 0.7)hk + (1.56 log10(f)− 0.8), where f687
denotes the carrier frequency (in MHz), hAP and hk repre-688
sent the AP antenna height (in m) and user height (in m),689
Fig. 2. The cumulative distribution of the min uplink rate, with orthogonal
and random pilots for M = 120, K = 30 and D = 1 km2.
Fig. 3. The cumulative distribution of the min uplink rate, with orthogonal
and random pilots for M = 120, K = 30 and D = 1 km2.
respectively. The noise power is given by pn = BW × kB × 690
T0 × W, where BW = 20 MHz denotes the bandwidth, 691
kB = 1.381× 10−23 represents the Boltzmann constant, and 692
T0 = 290 (Kelvin) denotes the noise temperature. Moreover, 693
W = 9 dB, and denotes the noise figure. It is assumed that that 694
p¯p and ρ¯ denote the pilot sequence and the uplink data powers, 695
respectively, where pp = p¯ppn and ρ =
ρ¯
pn
. In simulations, 696
we set p¯p = 200 mW and ρ¯ = 200 mW. Similar to [4], 697
we assume that the simulation area is wrapped around at the 698
edges which can simulate an area without boundaries. Hence, 699
the square simulation area has eight neighbours. We evaluate 700
the average rate of the system over 300 random realizations 701
of the locations of APs, users and shadow fading. Furthermore, 702
to consider the channel estimation overhead in our compari- 703
son, we exploit the net throughput of the system which is 704
defined as [4] Rnet,k = BW
1− ττc
2
Rk, where τc represents the 705
coherence interval in samples. 706
B. Simulation Results 707
1) Performance of the Proposed Max-Min SINR Algorithm: 708
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of the pro- 709
posed uplink max-min SINR scheme. To assess the perfor- 710
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Fig. 4. The cumulative distribution of the min uplink rate, with random
pilots for M = 150, K = 50 and D = 1 km2.
Fig. 5. The cumulative distribution of the min uplink rate with proposed
user assignment scheme in Section IX, with orthogonal and random pilots for
M = 120, K = 30, Km = 20, ∀m, and D = 1 km2.
mance, a cell-free Massive MIMO system is considered with711
120 APs (M = 120) and 30 users (K = 30) who are randomly712
distributed over the simulation area of size 1× 1 km2. Fig. 3713
presents the cumulative distribution of the achievable uplink714
rates for the proposed Algorithm 1 and the scheme in [4], for715
the cases of orthogonal and random pilots. As seen in Fig. 3,716
the performance of the proposed scheme is almost three times717
than that of the scheme in [4]. Next, the performance of the718
algorithm is evaluated for a system with 150 APs (M = 150)719
and 50 users (K = 50).1 Fig. 4 similarly compares the rate of720
the proposed algorithm with the scheme in [4]. The simulation721
results in Figs. 3 and 4 show that the proposed Algorithm 1722
achieves more than double the 10% outage capacity compared723
to the scheme in [4]. Moreover, Figs. 3 and 4 demonstrate724
that the rate of the proposed max-min SINR approach is more725
concentrated around the median value.726
2) User Assignment: In this subsection, the performance of727
the proposed uplink max-min SINR scheme with the proposed728
user assignment scheme in Section IX is investigated. We set729
1The analysis in [40] demonstrates that in the limit of Massive MIMO
(M,K → ∞ and α = M
K
), when α ≥ 4, linear precoding is “virtually
optimal”, and can be used instead of dirty paper coding (DPC). In this paper,
we consider the two cases α = 120
30
= 4 and α = 150
50
= 3.
Fig. 6. The cumulative distribution of the min uplink net throughput, with
orthogonal and random pilots for M = 120, K = 30, D = 1 km2 and
τc = 200.
120 APs (M = 120) and 30 users (K = 30), and assume 730
66.66% of the total number of users can be supported by 731
each AP. Based on the analysis in Section IX, this results 732
in a total number of users supported users by each AP of 733
Km = 20, ∀m. Fig. 5 presents the cumulative distribution of 734
the achievable uplink rates for the proposed Algorithm 1 and 735
the scheme in [4] with the proposed user assignment algorithm 736
in Section IX, for the cases of orthogonal and random pilots. 737
As seen in Fig. 5, the performance of the proposed scheme is 738
significantly better than that of the scheme in [4]. In addition, 739
it can be observed from figure that the rate of the proposed 740
Algorithm 1 is more concentrated around the median. Inter- 741
estingly, by comparing the results in Figs. 3 and 5, the perfor- 742
mance degradation is negligible exploiting the proposed user 743
assignment scheme whereas based on the analysis in [28], 744
the backhaul rate is significantly reduced. 745
3) Performance of the Proposed Sub-Optimal Scheme: 746
In this subsection, we study the effect of the proposed sub- 747
optimal scheme on the system performance. Fig. 6 com- 748
pares the cumulative distribution of the achievable uplink 749
net throughput for our proposed sub-optimal scheme with 750
scheme in [4]. In order to generate the numerical results 751
for the scheme in [4], the iterative bisection search method 752
in Algorithm 2 is used whereas the proposed sub-optimal 753
scheme solves the standard GP with polynomial time com- 754
plexity. In Fig. 6, the same cell-free Massive MIMO system is 755
considered with 120 APs (M = 120) and 30 users (K = 30). 756
Figs. 6 and 7 compare the performance of the proposed 757
sub-optimal approach with the scheme in [4] for different 758
system parameters. As evidenced from these numerical results, 759
both proposed GP approach and the bisection search scheme 760
in [4] shows the same performance in terms of the achieved 761
user rate. However, the scheme in [4] is developed through 762
iterative bisection search in which a SOCP is solved at each 763
iteration, whereas the proposed GP approach does not require 764
any iterative methods and solves the problem with polynomial 765
time complexity. 766
4) Convergence: Next, we provide simulation results to 767
validate the convergence of the proposed algorithm for a set 768
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Fig. 7. The cumulative distribution of the min uplink net throughput, with
orthogonal and random pilots for M = 150, K = 50, D = 1 km2 and
τc = 200.
Fig. 8. The convergence of the proposed max-min SINR approach
(Algorithm 1) for M = 120, K = 30 and D = 1 km with orthogonal
pilots.
Fig. 9. The convergence of the proposed max-min SINR approach
(Algorithm 1) for M = 150, K = 50, D = 1 km, and the length of the
pilot sequences is set to 30 (τ = 30).
of different channel realizations. These results are generated769
over the simulation area of size 1 × 1 km2 with random and770
orthogonal pilot sequences. Fig. 8 investigates the convergence771
of the proposed Algorithm 1 with 120 APs (M = 120)772
Fig. 10. The cumulative distribution of the min uplink rate for the
original problem with per-user power constraint (Problem P1), the equivalent
uplink problem with total power constraint (Problem P5), and the equivalent
downlink problem (Problem P6), with orthogonal and random pilots for
M = 120, K = 30 and D = 1 km.
Fig. 11. The cumulative distribution of the min uplink rate for the
original problem with per-user power constraint (Problem P1), the equivalent
uplink problem with total power constraint (Problem P5), and the equivalent
downlink problem (Problem P6), with orthogonal and random pilots for
M = 150, K = 50 and D = 1 km.
and 30 users (K = 30) and orthogonal pilot sequences, 773
whereas Fig. 9 demonstrates the convergence of the proposed 774
Algorithm 1 for the case of M = 150 APs and K = 50. The 775
figures confirm that the proposed algorithm converges after a 776
few iterations, while the minimum rate of the users increases 777
with the iteration number. 778
5) Uplink-Downlink Duality in Cell-Free Massive MIMO 779
System: Here, the simulation results are provided to support 780
the theoretical derivations of the uplink-downlink duality and 781
the optimality of Algorithm 1. It is assumed that users are 782
randomly distributed through the simulation area of size 783
1 × 1 km2. Figs. 10 and 11 compare the cumulative dis- 784
tribution of the achievable uplink rates between the original 785
uplink max-min problem (Problem P1), the equivalent uplink 786
problem (Problem P5) and the equivalent downlink problem 787
(Problem P6). In Fig. 10, the minimum uplink rate is obtained 788
for a system with 120 APs (M = 120) and 30 users 789
(K = 30) whereas Fig. 11 presents the same results for 790
150 APs (M = 150) and 50 users (K = 50). The simulation 791
results provided in Figs. 10 and 11 validate our result that 792
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the problem formulations P1, P5 and P6 are equivalent and793
achieve the same minimum user rate. In addition, these results794
support our result on the uplink-downlink duality for cell-free795
Massive MIMO in Section VI and the proof of optimality of796
Algorithm 1.797
XI. CONCLUSIONS798
We have considered cell-free Massive MIMO which has799
the potential to meet the capacity requirements of 5G. Com-800
pared to the collocated Massive MIMO, the distributed version801
brings the APs much closer to the “cell edge” users, which802
leads to a uniformly good service for all users. We have803
investigated the uplink max-min SINR problem in cell-free804
Massive MIMO systems and proposed an optimal solution805
to maximize the minimum uplink user rate. To realize the806
solution, the original max-min problem was divided into two807
sub-problems which were iteratively solved by formulating808
them respectively as a generalized eigenvalue problem and809
as GP. The optimality of the proposed solution has been810
validated by establishing the uplink-downlink duality for cell-811
free Massive MIMO systems. Next, a novel sub-optimal812
scheme was developed through formulating the max-min813
power allocation problem as a standard GP, which efficiently814
and globally solves the max-min SINR problem. Simulation815
results have been provided to demonstrate the effectiveness816
and the optimality of the proposed schemes in comparison817
with the existing schemes. In addition, these results con-818
firm that the proposed max-min SINR algorithm can signif-819
icantly improve the uplink user rate, compared to existing820
algorithms.821
APPENDIX A822
PROOF OF THEOREM 1823
The desired signal for user k is given by824
DSk =
√
ρE
{
M∑
m=1
umkgˆ
∗
mkgmk
√
qk
}
=
√
ρqk
M∑
m=1
umkγmk.825
(38)826
Hence,827
|DSk|2 = ρqk
(
M∑
m=1
umkγmk
)2
. (39)828
Moreover, the term E{|BUk|2} can be obtained as829
E
{
|BUk|2
}
830
= ρE
{∣∣∣
∣
∣
M∑
m=1
umkgˆ
∗
mkgmk
√
qk831
− ρE
{
M∑
m=1
umkgˆ
∗
mkgmk
√
qk
}∣∣
∣
∣∣
2
⎫
⎬
⎭
832
= ρ
M∑
m=1
qku
2
mk
(
E
{
|gˆ∗mkgmk − E {gˆ∗mkgmk}|2
})
833
= ρqk
M∑
m=1
u2mkγmkβmk, (40)834
where the last equality comes from the analysis in 835
[4, Appendix A], and using the following fact that; γmk = 836
E{|gˆmk|2} = √τppβmkcmk. The term E{|IUIkk′ |2} is 837
derived as 838
E{|IUIkk′ |2} 839
= ρE
⎧
⎨
⎩
∣
∣
∣∣
∣
M∑
m=1
umkgˆ
∗
mkgmk′
√
qk′
∣
∣
∣∣
∣
2
⎫
⎬
⎭
840
= pE
{∣∣∣
∣
∣
M∑
m=1
cmkumkgmk′
√
qk′ 841
×
(
√
τpp
K∑
i=1
gmiφ
H
k φi+φ
H
k np,m
)∗∣∣
∣
∣∣
2
⎫
⎬
⎭
842
= ρ qk′E
⎧
⎨
⎩
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
M∑
m=1
cmkumkgmk′ n˜
∗
mk
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
⎫
⎬
⎭
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
843
+ ρτpp E
⎧
⎨
⎩
qk′
∣∣
∣
∣
∣
M∑
m=1
cmkumkgmk′
(
K∑
i=1
gmiφ
H
k φi
)∗∣∣
∣
∣
∣
2
⎫
⎬
⎭
︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
, 844
(41) 845
where the third equality in (41) is due to the fact that for 846
two independent random variables X and Y and E{X} = 847
0, we have E{|X + Y |2} = E{|X |2} + E{|Y |2} [4]. Since 848
n˜mk = φHk np,m ∼ CN (0, 1) is independent of the term gmk′ , 849
the term A in (41) is given immediately by 850
A = qk′
M∑
m=1
c2mku
2
mkβmk′ . (42) 851
The term B in (41) can be obtained as 852
B = τppqk′E
⎧
⎨
⎩
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
M∑
m=1
cmkumk |gmk′ |2φHk φk′
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
⎫
⎬
⎭
︸ ︷︷ ︸
C
853
+ τppqk′E
⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩
∣∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
M∑
m=1
cmkumkgmk′
⎛
⎝
K∑
i=k′
gmiφ
H
k φi
⎞
⎠
∗∣∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
⎫
⎪⎬
⎪⎭
︸ ︷︷ ︸
D
. 854
(43) 855
The first term in (43) is given by 856
C = τppqk′E
⎧
⎨
⎩
∣∣
∣
∣
∣
M∑
m=1
cmkumk |gmk′ |2φHk φk′
∣∣
∣
∣
∣
2
⎫
⎬
⎭
857
= 2τppqk′
∣
∣φHk φk′
∣
∣2
M∑
m=1
c2mku
2
mkβ
2
mk′ + τppqk′ 858
E
⎧
⎨
⎩
∣
∣φHk φk′
∣
∣2
M∑
m=1
M∑
n=m
cmkcnkumkunk |gmk′|2|gnk′|2
⎫
⎬
⎭
859
= τppqk′
∣
∣φHk φk′
∣
∣2
M∑
m=1
c2mku
2
mkβ
2
mk′ 860
+ qk′
∣∣φHk φk′
∣∣2
(
M∑
m=1
umkγmk
βmk′
βmk
)2
, (44) 861
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where the last equality is derived based on the fact γmk =862 √
τppβmkcmk. The second term in (43) can be obtained as863
D = τppqk′E
⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩
∣
∣∣
∣
∣
∣
M∑
m=1
cmkumkgmk′
⎛
⎝
K∑
i=k′
gmiφ
H
k φi
⎞
⎠
∗∣∣∣
∣
∣
∣
2
⎫
⎪⎬
⎪⎭
864
= τpp
M∑
m=1
K∑
i=k′
qk′c
2
mku
2
mkβmk′βmi
∣
∣φHk φi
∣
∣2. (45)865
Hence, (41) can be written as866
E
{
|IUIkk′ |2
}
= qk′
M∑
m=1
c2mku
2
mkβmk′
︸ ︷︷ ︸
C1
867
+ τppqk′
∣
∣φHk φk′
∣
∣2
M∑
m=1
c2mku
2
mkβ
2
mk′868
+ τppqk′
M∑
m=1
K∑
i=k′
c2mku
2
mkβmk′βmi
∣
∣φHk φi
∣
∣2869
qk′
∣
∣φHk φk′
∣
∣2
(
M∑
m=1
umkγmk
βmk′
βmk
)2
, (46)870
and871
C2 = τppqk′
∣
∣φHk φk′
∣
∣2
M∑
m=1
c2mku
2
mkβ
2
mk′872
+ τppqk′
M∑
m=1
M∑
i=k′
c2mku
2
mkβmk′βmi
∣
∣φHk φi
∣
∣2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
C3
. (47)873
For the last term of (47), we have874
C3 = τppqk′
M∑
m=1
K∑
i=k′
c2mku
2
mkβmk′βmi
∣
∣φHk φi
∣
∣2875
= τppqk′
(
M∑
m=1
u2mkcmkβmk′
K∑
i=1
cmkβmi
∣∣φHk φi
∣∣2876
−
M∑
m=1
u2mkc
2
mkβmk′
∣∣φHk φk′
∣∣2
)
877
=
√
τppqk′
M∑
m=1
u2mkcmkβmk′βmk − qk′
M∑
m=1
u2mkc
2
mkβmk′878
− τppqk′
M∑
m=1
u2mkc
2
mkβmk′
∣
∣φHk φk′
∣
∣2 , (48)879
where in the last step, we used equation (4). As a result,880
C1 + C2 =
√
τppqk′
∑M
m=1 u
2
mkcmkβmk′βmk. Then finally881
we have882
E
{
|IUIkk′ |2
}
= ρqk′
(
M∑
m=1
u2mkβmk′γmk
)
883
+ ρqk′
∣
∣φHk φk′
∣
∣2
(
M∑
m=1
umkγmk
βmk′
βmk
)2
.884
(49)885
The total noise for user k is given by 886
E
{
|TNk|2
}
=E
⎧
⎨
⎩
∣
∣
∣
∣∣
M∑
m=1
umkgˆ
∗
mknm
∣
∣
∣
∣∣
2
⎫
⎬
⎭
=
M∑
m=1
u2mkγmk, 887
(50) 888
where the last equality is due to the fact that the terms gˆmk 889
and nm are uncorrelated. Finally, by substituting (39), (40), 890
(49) and (50) into (9), SINR of kth user is obtained by (10). 891
which completes the proof of Theorem 1. 892
APPENDIX B 893
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1 894
The standard form of GP is defined as follows [33]: 895
P12 : min f0(x), (51a) 896
s.t. fi(x)≤1, i=1, · · · ,m, gi(x)=1, i=1, · · · , p, 897
(51b) 898
where f0 and fi are posynomial and gi are monomial func- 899
tions. Moreover, x = {x1, · · · , xn} represent the optimization 900
variables. The SINR constraint in (15c) is not a posynomial 901
function in its form, however it can be rewritten into the 902
following posynomial function: 903
uHk
(∑K
k′ =kqk′
∣∣φHk φk′
∣∣2 Δkk′ΔHkk′ +
∑K
k′=1 qk′Dkk′ +
1
ρRk
)
uk
uHk
(
qkΓkΓHk
)
uk
904
<
1
t
, ∀k. (52) 905
By applying a simple transformation, (52) is equivalent to the 906
following inequality: 907
q−1k
⎛
⎝
K∑
k′ =k
akk′qk′ +
K∑
k′=1
bkk′qk′ + ck
⎞
⎠ <
1
t
, (53) 908
where 909
akk′ =
uHk
(∣
∣φHkφk′
∣
∣2Δkk′ΔHkk′
)
uk
uHk
(
ΓkΓHk
)
uk
, (54a) 910
bkk′ =
uHk Dkk′uk
uHk
(
ΓkΓHk
)
uk
, ck =
uHk Rkuk
ρuHk
(
ΓkΓHk
)
uk
. (54b) 911
The transformation in (53) shows that the left-hand side 912
of (52) is a posynomial function. Therefore, the power 913
allocation problem P4 is a standard GP (convex problem), 914
where the objective function and constraints are monomial 915
and posynomial, respectively, which completes the proof of 916
Proposition 1. 917
APPENDIX C 918
PROOF OF LEMMA 1 919
This lemma is proven by exploiting the unique optimal 920
solution of uplink max-min SINR problem with total power 921
through an eigensystem [22]. This problem is iteratively solved 922
and the optimal receiver filter coefficient U˜ is determined by 923
solving Problem P3. Next, we scale the power allocation at 924
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SINRUPk =
qku
H
k
(
D˜k︷ ︸︸ ︷
ΓkΓHk
)
uk
uHk
(∑K
k′ =k qk′ |φHk φk′ |2Δkk′ΔHkk′︸ ︷︷ ︸
R˜kk′
+
∑K
k′=1 qk′ Dkk′︸︷︷︸
˜˜Rkk′
+
1
ρ
Rk
)
uk
. (58)
each user such that the per-user power constraints are satisfied.925
Let us consider the following optimization problem for a given926
receiver filter coefficient U˜:927
P11 : CUPk
(
U˜, Ptot
)
= max
qk
min
k=1,··· ,K
SINRUPk
(
U˜, q
)
,928
(55a)929
subject to
K∑
k=1
qk ≤ Ptot. (55b)930
The optimal solution of Problem P11 can be determined by931
finding the unique eigenvector of an eigensystem and the932
power allocation q˜ satisfies the condition
∑K
k=1 q˜k = Ptot [22].933
The SINRs of all users defined in (10), can be collectively934
written as935
936
q˜
1
CUPk
(
U˜, Ptot
) = DΨ
(
U˜
)
q˜ + Dσ
(
U˜
)
, (56)937
where σ
(
U˜
) ∈ CK×1, σk (uk) = 1
ρ
M∑
m=1
u˜mkγmk and D and938
Ψ
(
U˜
)
are defined as939
D = diag
[
1
u˜H1 D˜1u˜1
, · · · , 1
u˜HKD˜K u˜K
]
,940
[
Ψ
(
U˜
)]
kk′ =
{
u˜Hk
˜˜Rkku˜k, k = k′,
u˜Hk R˜kk′ u˜k + u˜
H
k
˜˜Rkk′ u˜k, k = k′,
(57)941
where using (10), D˜k R˜kk′ and ˜˜Rkk′ are defined as (58), shown942
at the top of this page.943
Having both sides of (56) multiplied by 1T = [1, · · · , 1]T ,944
we obtain 1
CUPk (U˜,Ptot)
=
1
Ptot
1T D˜Ψ
(
U˜
)
q˜ + 1
Ptot
1T Dσ
(
U˜
)
,945
which can be combined with (56) to define the following946
eigensystem:947
Λ
(
U˜, Ptot
)
q˜ext =
1
CUPk
(
U˜, Ptot
) q˜ext, [q˜ext]K+1 = 1, (58)948
where the extended coupling matrix Λ
(
D˜, Ptot
)
is given by949
Λ
(
D˜, Ptot
)
=
⎡
⎣
DΨT
(
U˜
)
Dσ
(
U˜
)
1
Ptot
1T DΨT
(
U˜
) 1
Ptot
1T Dσ
(
U˜
)
⎤
⎦. (59)950
The optimal power allocation q˜ is obtained by determining951
the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of952
Λ
(
U˜, Ptot
)
and scaling the last element to one as follows:953
q˜ext =
[
q˜
1
]
, Λ
(
U˜, Ptot
)
q˜ext = λmax
(
Λ
(
U˜, Ptot
))
q˜ext. (60)954
Note that the dominant eigenvector can be scaled by any955
positive value to satisfy a particular condition. As such,956
we further scale q˜ to satisfy the per-user power constraints 957
as follows: 958
q˜ =
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
qˆ1
max(qˆ)
.
.
.
qˆK
max(qˆ)
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
, where qˆ =
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
q˜1
p
(1)
max
.
.
.
q˜K
p
(K)
max
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
, (61) 959
where first the ratios between each component of the allocated 960
power, q˜k, ∀k, and the maximum available power, p(k)max, ∀k, 961
are calculated. Then the power allocation q˜ is obtained by 962
dividing all components of q˜ by the maximum value among 963
the components of qˆ, i.e., max(qˆ). In the next iteration, 964
the same max-min problem is solved with a new total power 965
constraint obtained by summing up the allocated power to all 966
users in the previous iteration, i.e., Ptot =
∑K
k=1 q˜k. At the 967
convergence, the per-user power constraints are satisfied with 968
achieving the same uplink SINR for all users. Interestingly, 969
if this max-min problem is solved with the corresponding total 970
power constraint, then it will converge to the same optimal 971
solution of max-min problem with per-user power constraints. 972
This is due to the property that the eigensystem exploited 973
to obtain the power allocation in (58) has a unique positive 974
eigenvalue and a corresponding unique eigenvector. Therefore, 975
Problems P1 and P5 are equivalent and have the same optimal 976
solution. 977
APPENDIX D 978
PROOF OF THEOREM 3 979
To achieve the same SINR tuples in both the uplink and the 980
downlink, the following condition should be satisfied: 981
982
SINRDLk (U, p) = SINRUPk (U, q), ∀k. (62) 983
By substituting uplink and downlink SINRs, in (19) and (18), 984
respectively, in equation (62) and summing all equations by 985
both sides, we have 986
p1
M∑
m=1
u2m1γm1 + · · ·+ pK
M∑
m=1
u2mKγmK =
K∑
k=1
qk. (63) 987
Therefore, this condition between the total transmit power 988
on the uplink and the equivalent total transmit power on the 989
downlink should be satisfied to realize the same SINRs for all 990
set of users, which completes the proof of Theorem 3. 991
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Abstract— A cell-free massive multiple-input multiple-output1
system is considered using a max–min approach to maximize2
the minimum user rate with per-user power constraints. First,3
an approximated uplink user rate is derived based on channel4
statistics. Then, the original max–min signal-to-interference-5
plus-noise ratio problem is formulated for the optimization of6
receiver filter coefficients at a central processing unit and user7
power allocation. To solve this max–min non-convex problem,8
we decouple the original problem into two sub-problems, namely,9
receiver filter coefficient design and power allocation. The10
receiver filter coefficient design is formulated as a generalized11
Eigenvalue problem, whereas the geometric programming (GP)12
is used to solve the user power allocation problem. Based on13
these two sub-problems, an iterative algorithm is proposed,14
in which both problems are alternately solved while one of15
the design variables is fixed. This iterative algorithm obtains16
a globally optimum solution, whose optimality is proved through17
establishing an uplink–downlink duality. Moreover, we present a18
novel sub-optimal scheme which provides a GP formulation to19
efficiently and globally maximize the minimum uplink user rate.20
The numerical results demonstrate that the proposed scheme21
substantially outperforms the existing schemes in the literature.22
Index Terms— Cell-free massive MIMO, max-min resource23
allocation, geometric programming, uplink-downlink duality,24
convex optimization, generalized eigenvalue problem.25
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I. INTRODUCTION 26
FUTURE fifth generation (5G) wireless communication 27networks will deliver a wide range of new user services 28
and dramatically increased data rates. Massive multiple-input 29
multiple-output (MIMO) has been recognized as one of the 30
key elements of 5G systems, due to its potential for extremely 31
high spectral efficiency [1]–[3]. This paper considers cell-free 32
Massive MIMO which has received much attention recently 33
because of its potential to ensure uniformly good service 34
throughput for all users [4]–[8]. Cell-free Massive MIMO is 35
a combination of distributed MIMO and Massive MIMO, and 36
there is no cell boundary [4]. It is a scalable version of network 37
MIMO which is also called coordinated multipoint process- 38
ing (CoMP) [9], [10]. The distributed access points (APs) are 39
connected to a central processing unit (CPU) via high capacity 40
backhaul links [4]. Cell-free Massive MIMO is thus also a 41
scalable version of the cloud radio access network (CRAN). 42
In CRAN, there are heavy communication burdens on the 43
backhaul, and computation burdens on the CPU, as all signal 44
processing is performed at the CPU [11]. The fog radio access 45
network (FRAN) [12] can overcome some of the problems 46
of CRAN. It moves some signal processing functionalities 47
from the CPU back to the AP, where in this case the APs can 48
also perform part of the signal processing. Hence, the tasks 49
required of the CPU can also be reduced. The more processing 50
is moved to the AP, the less is the burden imposed on 51
the CPU. 52
In [4], [6], and [13], the authors propose that the APs design 53
the linear receivers based on the estimated channels, and that 54
this is carried out locally at the APs. Hence, the CPU exploits 55
only the statistics of the channel for data detection. However, 56
in this paper, we propose to exploit a new receiver filter at the 57
CPU to improve the performance of cell-free Massive MIMO 58
systems. The coefficients of the proposed receiver filter are 59
designed based on only the statistics of the channel, which 60
is different from the linear receiver at the APs. The proposed 61
receiver filter provides more freedom in the design parameters, 62
and hence significantly improves the performance of the uplink 63
of cell-free Massive MIMO. In other words, the receiver filter 64
coefficients are designed after exploiting linear detection at 65
the CPU. Therefore, the uplink problem in the present paper is 66
different from the problem studied in [4], as in [4], the authors 67
do not consider the receiver filter coefficients. 68
1536-1276 © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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In this paper, we investigate an uplink max-min signal-69
to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) problem in a cell-free70
Massive MIMO system. In particular, we propose a new71
approach to solve this max-min problem. A similar max-min72
SINR problem based on SINR known as SINR balancing in73
the literature has been considered for cognitive radio networks74
in [14]–[16]. In [17] and [18], the authors consider MIMO75
systems and study the problem of max-min user SINR to76
maximize the smallest user SINR. Note that the same max-77
min problem is investigated in an uplink cell-free Massive78
MIMO systems in [4] where user power allocation is utilized79
by using a bisection search approach. However, the max-80
min SINR problem considered in this paper is different from81
the scheme in [4] due to the design parameters (in terms82
of receiver filter coefficients and user power allocation) and83
solution approach. In particular, the receiver filter coefficients84
and power allocation are optimized in the proposed approach85
whereas the work in [4] only considered user power allo-86
cations. First, we derive the average SINR of the user by87
incorporating a matched filtering receiver and formulate the88
corresponding max-min SINR problem. This original max-89
min problem in terms of receiver filter coefficients and power90
allocations is not jointly convex. To circumvent this non-91
convexity issue, we decompose the original problem into92
two sub-problems, namely, receiver filter coefficient design,93
and power allocation. It is shown that the receiver filter94
coefficient design problem can be solved through a generalized95
eigenvalue problem [19] whereas the user power allocation96
problems can be formulated using standard geometric pro-97
gramming (GP) [20], [21]. An iterative procedure is proposed98
whereby at each iteration, one of the sub-problems is solved99
while the other design variable is fixed. To validate the100
optimality of the proposed scheme, we show that there exists101
an equivalent downlink problem to realize the same user102
rate in the uplink with an equivalent total power constraint103
and the same receiver filter coefficients. By solving this104
equivalent problem, the optimality of the proposed scheme105
in the uplink is proved. The problem of uplink-downlink106
duality has been investigated in [17] and [22]–[25]. Simulation107
results are provided to demonstrate the performance of the108
proposed scheme which confirms that the proposed scheme109
outperforms the scheme in [4] in terms of achieved user rate.110
In addition, we propose a new sub-optimal max-min SINR111
scheme using a GP formulation which does not require any112
iterative approach as in [4]. The contributions and results are as113
follows:114
1. To improve the performance of the system, we propose115
to use a novel receiver filter, operating at the CPU,116
which can be designed based only on the statistics of117
the channel. Note that this is different from the linear118
matched filtering receiver in [4].119
2. The uplink user throughput using the proposed filter120
is derived based on channel statistics and taking into121
account the effects of channel estimation errors and the122
effect of pilot sequences. We propose a novel approach to123
solve the uplink max-min SINR problem, decoupling the124
original problem into two sub-problems, which are solved125
using an iterative algorithm. These sub-problems are126
Fig. 1. The uplink of a cell-free Massive MIMO system with K single-
antenna users and M APs. The solid lines denote the uplink channels and the
dashed lines present the backhaul links from the APs to the CPU.
formulated as GP and a generalized eigenvalue problem, 127
and both sub-problems are solved at each iteration. 128
3. We prove that the proposed iterative algorithm provides 129
the globally optimal solution for the original non-convex 130
max-min SINR problem. The optimality of the proposed 131
algorithm is proved through establishing the uplink- 132
downlink duality for cell-free Massive MIMO. 133
4. We present a sub-optimal max-min SINR scheme by 134
formulating it into a standard GP which does not require 135
an iterative approach and shows the same performance as 136
in [4]. 137
5. We present the complexity analysis of different schemes. 138
6. We present numerical results supporting the convergence 139
analysis and the theoretical derivations of the optimality 140
of the proposed schemes. 141
A. Outline 142
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 143
describes the system model, and Section III provides per- 144
formance analysis. The proposed max-min SINR scheme is 145
presented in Section IV and the convergence analysis is 146
provided in Section V. The optimality of the proposed scheme 147
is proved in Section VI. Section VII investigates a sub-optimal 148
max-min SINR scheme. Complexity analysis and a proposed 149
user assignment scheme are presented in Section VIII and 150
Section IX, respectively. Finally, Section X provides numerical 151
results while Section XI concludes the paper. 152
B. Notation 153
The following notations are adopted in the rest of the 154
paper. Uppercase and lowercase boldface letters are used for 155
matrices and vectors, respectively. The notation E{·} denotes 156
expectation. | · | stands for absolute value. The conjugate 157
transpose of vector x is xH , and XT denotes the transpose 158
of matrix X. In addition, x ∼ CN (0, σ2) represents a zero- 159
mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variable 160
with variance σ2. 161
II. SYSTEM MODEL 162
We consider uplink transmission in a cell-free Massive 163
MIMO system with M single-antenna APs and K randomly 164
distributed single-antenna users in the area, as shown in Fig. 1. 165
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The channel coefficient between the kth user and the mth AP,166
gmk, is modeled as [4]167
gmk =
√
βmkhmk, (1)168
where βmk denotes the large-scale fading and hmk ∼169
CN (0, 1) represents small-scale fading between the kth user170
and the mth AP.171
A. Uplink Channel Estimation172
In order to estimate channel coefficients in the uplink,173
the APs employ an minimum mean-square error (MMSE) esti-174
mator. During the training phase, all K users simultaneously175
transmit their pilot sequences of length τ symbols to the APs.176
Let
√
τφk ∈ Cτ×1, where ‖φk‖2 = 1, be the pilot sequence177
assigned to the kth user. Then, the received signal at the178
mth AP is given by179
ypm =
√
τpp
K∑
k=1
gmkφk + wpm, (2)180
where vector wpm ∈ Cτ×1 is the noise whose elements are181
i.i.d CN (0, 1). Next, the APs exploit the pilot sequence φk182
to correlate the received signal with the pilot sequence as183
follows [4]:184
yˇpm,k =φ
H
k ypm =
√
τppgmk +
√
τpp
K∑
k′ =k
gmk′φ
H
k φk′ + w˙
p
mk,185
where w˙pmk  φHk wpm. The linear MMSE estimate of gmk is186
gˆmk =
E
{
gmkyˇpm,k
}
E
{∣
∣
∣yˇpm,k
∣
∣
∣
2
} yˇpm,k187
= cmk
⎛
⎝√τppgmk+√τpp
K∑
k′ =k
gmk′φ
H
k φk′ +w˙
p
mk
⎞
⎠,188
(3)189
where cmk is obtained as [4]190
cmk =
√
τppβmk
τpp
∑K
k′=1 βmk′
∣
∣φHk φk′
∣
∣2 + 1
. (4)191
Note that, as in [4], we assume that the large-scale fad-192
ing, βmk, is known. The estimated channels in (3) are used by193
the APs to design the receiver filter coefficients and determine194
power allocations at users to maximize the minimum rate195
of the users. In this paper, we investigate the cases of both196
random pilot assignment and orthogonal pilots in cell-free197
Massive MIMO. Here the term “orthogonal pilots” refers to the198
case where unique orthogonal pilots are assigned to all users,199
while in “random pilot assignment” each user is randomly200
assigned a pilot sequence from a set of orthogonal sequences201
of length τ (< K), following the approach of [4] and [26].202
B. Uplink Transmission 203
In this subsection, we consider the uplink data transmission, 204
where all users send their signals to the APs. The transmitted 205
signal from the kth user is represented by 206
xk =
√
ρ qksk, (5) 207
where sk (E{|sk|2} = 1) and qk denote the transmitted 208
symbol and the transmit power from the kth user, respectively. 209
Moreover, ρ refers to the normalized uplink SNR. The received 210
signal at the mth AP from all users is given by 211
ym =
√
ρ
K∑
k=1
gmk
√
qksk + nm, (6) 212
where nm ∼ CN (0, 1) is the noise at the mth AP. In addition, 213
a matched filtering approach is employed at the APs, in that 214
the received signal is weighted appropriately. More precisely, 215
the received signal at the mth AP, ym, is first multiplied 216
by gˆ∗mk. The resulting gˆ∗mkym is then forwarded to the CPU 217
for signal detection. In order to improve achievable rate, 218
the forwarded signal is further multiplied by a receiver filter 219
coefficient at the CPU. The aggregated received signal at the 220
CPU can be written as 221
rk =
M∑
m=1
umkgˆ
∗
mkym 222
=
√
ρ
K∑
k′=1
M∑
m=1
umkgˆ
∗
mkgmk′
√
qk′sk′ +
M∑
m=1
umkgˆ
∗
mknm. 223
(7) 224
By collecting all the coefficients umk, ∀ m corresponding 225
to the kth user, we define uk = [u1k, u2k, · · · , uMk]T and 226
without loss of generality, it is assumed that ||uk|| = 1. The 227
optimal solution for uk, qk, ∀ k for the considered max- 228
min SINR approach is investigated in Section IV. Similar 229
to [4], [6], and [13], we assume that the APs are connected to 230
the CPU via perfect backhaul connections. Such perfect back- 231
haul links might be established through fiber links between 232
the APs and the CPU. Moreover, based on [27], copper- 233
based backhaul links can provide a capacity of 750 Mbits/s 234
for a maximum distance of 1.5 km between the APs and 235
the CPU. In [28]–[30], the authors show that exploiting 236
optimal uniform quantization and wireless microwave links 237
with capacity 100 Mbits/s [31], the performance of limited- 238
backhaul cell-free Massive MIMO system closely approaches 239
the performance of cell-free Massive MIMO with perfect 240
backhaul links. 241
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 242
In this section, we derive the achievable rate for the consid- 243
ered system model by following a similar approach to [4]. Note 244
that the main difference between the proposed approach and 245
the scheme in [4] is the new set of receiver filter coefficients 246
which are introduced at the CPU to improve the achievable 247
user rate. The benefits of the proposed approach in terms of 248
the achievable uplink rate are demonstrated by the numerical 249
results in Section V. In deriving the achievable rate of each 250
user, it is assumed that the CPU exploits only the knowledge 251
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of channel statistics between the users and APs in detecting252
data from the received signal in (7). Without loss of generality,253
the aggregate received signal in (7) can be written as254
rk255
=
√
ρE
{
M∑
m=1
umkgˆ
∗
mkgmk
√
qk
}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
DSk
sk256
+
√
ρ
(
M∑
m=1
umkgˆ
∗
mkgmk
√
qk−E
{
M∑
m=1
umkgˆ
∗
mkgmk
√
qk
})
︸ ︷︷ ︸
BUk
sk257
+
K∑
k′ =k
√
ρ
M∑
m=1
umkgˆ
∗
mkgmk′
√
qk′
︸ ︷︷ ︸
IUIkk′
sk′ +
M∑
m=1
umkgˆ
∗
mknm
︸ ︷︷ ︸
TNk
,258
(8)259
where DSk and BUk denote the desired signal (DS) and beam-260
forming uncertainty (BU) for the kth user, respectively, and261
IUIkk′ represents the inter-user-interference (IUI) caused by262
the k′th user. In addition, TNk accounts for the total noise (TN)263
following the matched filtering. The corresponding SINR of264
the received signal in (8) can be defined by considering the265
worst-case of the uncorrelated Gaussian noise as follows [4]:266
SINRUPk =
|DSk|2
E{|BUk|2}+
∑K
k′ =k E{|IUIkk′ |2}+E{|TNk|2}
. (9)267
Based on the SINR definition in (9), the achievable uplink268
rate of the kth user is defined in the following theorem:269
Theorem 1: By employing the matched filtering approach270
at the APs, the achievable uplink rate of the kth user in the271
cell-free Massive MIMO system with K randomly distributed272
single-antenna users and M single-antenna APs is given273
by (10), shown at the bottom of this page. Note that in (10),274
we have275
Γk = [γ1k, γ2k, · · · , γMk]T , (11a)276
uk = [u1k, u2k, · · · , uMk]T , (11b)277
Δkk′ = [
γ1kβ1k′
β1k
,
γ2kβ2k′
β2k
, · · · , γMkβMk′
βMk
]T , (11c)278
Rk = diag [γ1k, γ2k, · · · , γMk] , (11d)279
Dkk′ = diag [β1k′γ1k, β2k′γ2k, · · · , βMk′γMk] . (11e)280
Proof: Please refer to Appendix A.281
Note that the achievable rate in (10) is a function of only282
large-scale fading which changes less often than the actual283
channel. Hence, the rate formula and accordingly the power 284
coefficients only need to be calculated when the large-scale 285
fading changes. Therefore, the APs do not need frequently to 286
update the CPU with the instantaneous channel state and the 287
user rates will change only when the positions of the users 288
change. Moreover, in cell-free Massive MIMO, due to the 289
channel hardening property, detection using only the channel 290
statistics is nearly optimal [4]. 291
IV. PROPOSED MAX-MIN SINR SCHEME 292
In this section, we formulate the max-min user-fairness 293
problem in the cell-free Massive MIMO, where the minimum 294
uplink rates of all users is maximized while satisfying the 295
per-user power constraint. This max-min rate problem can be 296
formulated as the following optimization framework: 297
P1 : max
qk,uk
min
k=1,··· ,K
RUPk , (12a) 298
s.t. ||uk|| = 1, ∀ k, (12b) 299
0 ≤ qk ≤ p(k)max, ∀ k, (12c) 300
where p(k)max is the maximum transmit power available at 301
user k. From (10), it can be observed that in the denominator 302
of the expression for the uplink SINR, the power coeffi- 303
cients qk′ , k′ = k are coupled with the receiver filter uk. 304
Therefore, it is not possible to define a new variable wk = 305√
qkuk, and solve the problem jointly in terms of uk and qk. 306
As a result, Problem P1 is not jointly convex in terms of 307
uk and power allocation qk, ∀ k. Therefore, this problem 308
cannot be directly solved through existing convex optimization 309
software. To tackle this non-convexity issue, we decouple the 310
original problem P1 into two sub-problems: receiver filter 311
coefficient design (i.e., uk) and the power allocation problem. 312
To obtain a solution for Problem P1, these sub-problems are 313
alternately solved as explained in the following subsections. 314
A. Receiver Filter Coefficient Design 315
In this subsection, we solve the receiver coefficient design 316
problem to maximize the uplink rate of each user for a given 317
set of transmit power allocations at all users. By following the 318
analysis in [17], [22], and [23], the receiver filter coefficients 319
(i.e., uk, ∀k) can be obtained by independently maximizing 320
the uplink SINR of each user. Therefore, the optimal receiver 321
filter coefficients for all users for a given set of transmit 322
power allocations can be determined by solving the following 323
optimization problem (13a) and (13b), shown at the bottom of 324
this page. 325
RUPk = log2
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝1 +
uHk
(
qkΓkΓHk
)
uk
uHk
(
∑K
k′ =k qk′ |φHk φk′ |2Δkk′ΔHkk′ +
∑K
k′=1 qk′Dkk′ +
1
ρ
Rk
)
uk
⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠ . (10)
P2 : max
uk
uHk
(
qkΓkΓHk
)
uk
uHk
(∑K
k′ =k qk′ |φHk φk′ |2Δkk′ΔHkk′ +
∑K
k′=1 qk′Dkk′ +
1
ρRk
)
uk
(13a)
s.t. ||uk|| = 1, ∀ k. (13b)
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Algorithm 1 Proposed Algorithm to Solve Problem P1
1. Initialize q(0) = [q(0)1 , q
(0)
2 , · · · , q(0)K ], i = 1
2. Repeat
3. i = i + 1
4. Set q(i) = q(i−1) and determine the optimal receiver
coefficients U(i) = [u(i)1 , u
(i)
2 , · · · , u(i)K ] through solving the
generalized eigenvalue Problem P2 in (13)
5. Compute q(i+1) through solving Problem P4 in (15)
6. Go back to Step 3 and repeat until required accuracy
Problem P2 is a generalized eigenvalue problem [19], where326
the optimal solutions can be obtained by determining the327
generalized eigenvalue of the matrix pair Ak = qkΓkΓHk and328
Bk =
∑K
k′ =k qk′ |φHk φk′ |2Δkk′ΔHkk′ +
∑K
k′=1 qk′Dkk′ +
1
ρRk329
corresponding to the maximum generalized eigenvalue.330
B. Power Allocation331
In this subsection, we solve the power allocation problem332
for a given set of fixed receiver filter coefficients which can333
be formulated as the following max-min problem:334
P3 : max
qk
min
k=1,··· ,K
SINRUPk , (14a)335
s.t. 0 ≤ qk ≤ p(k)max. (14b)336
Without loss of generality, Problem P3 can be rewritten by337
introducing a new slack variable as338
P4 : max
t,qk
t, (15a)339
s.t. 0 ≤ qk ≤ p(k)max, ∀ k, (15b)340
SINRUPk ≥ t, ∀ k. (15c)341
Proposition 1: Problem P4 can be formulated into a stan-342
dard GP.343
Proof: Please refer to Appendix B.344
Therefore, this problem can be efficiently solved through345
existing convex optimization software. Based on these two346
sub-problems, an iterative algorithm is developed by alter-347
nately solving each sub-problem at each iteration. The348
proposed algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.349
V. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS350
In this section, the convergence analysis of the proposed351
Algorithm 1 is provided. Two sub-problems are alternately352
solved to determine the solution to Problem P1. At each353
iteration, one of the design parameters is determined by354
solving the corresponding sub-problem while other design355
variable is fixed. Note that each sub-problem provides an356
optimal solution for the other given design variable. At the ith357
iteration, the receiver filter coefficients u(i)k , ∀k are determined358
for a given power allocation q(i) and similarly, the power359
allocation q(i+1) is updated for a given set of receiver filter360
coefficients u(i)k , ∀k. The optimal power allocation q(i+1)361
obtained for a given u(i)k achieves an uplink rate greater than362
or equal to that of the previous iteration. In addition, the power363
allocation q(i) is also a feasible solution in determining q(i+1)364
as the receiver filter coefficients u(i+1)k , ∀k are determined365
for a given q(i). This reveals that the achieved uplink rate366
monotonically increases with each iteration, which can be also 367
observed from the simulation results presented in Figs. 8 and 9. 368
As the achievable uplink max-min rate is upper bounded by 369
a certain value for a given set of per-user power constraints, 370
the proposed algorithm converges to a particular solution. For- 371
tunately, the proposed Algorithm 1 converges to the optimal 372
solution, as we will prove by establishing the uplink-downlink 373
duality in the following section. 374
VI. OPTIMALITY OF THE PROPOSED 375
MAX-MIN SINR ALGORITHM 376
In this section, we prove the optimality of the proposed max- 377
min SINR scheme in Algorithm 1. In general, converting the 378
original non-convex problem into two sub-problems would 379
remove the global optimality. However, the global optimality 380
of the proposed Algorithm 1 can be proved as follows: 381
first, we show that the solution of the original max-min 382
Problem P1 can be obtained by solving an uplink problem 383
with an equivalent total power constraint instead of the per- 384
user power constraint. Then, an uplink-downlink duality is 385
established by proving that the same SINRs can be achieved 386
in both the uplink and the downlink with an equivalent total 387
power constraint. In other words, the same SINRs in the 388
uplink Problem P1 can be realized by solving an equivalent 389
downlink problem. Finally, we present a bisection approach 390
to determine the optimal solution of the equivalent downlink 391
problem. Since both the uplink Problem P1 and the equivalent 392
downlink problem achieve the same SINRs and the solution 393
of the downlink problem is optimal, it is straightforward to 394
conclude that Algorithm 1 yields the optimal solution for the 395
considered uplink max-min SINR problem in P1. The details 396
of the proof are provided in the following subsections. 397
A. Equivalent Max-Min Uplink Problem 398
In this subsection, we show that both Problem P1 with per- 399
user power constraint and the uplink max-min fairness problem 400
with the total power constraint achieve the same user rate. 401
In the total power constraint, the maximum available transmit 402
power is defined as the summation of all users’ transmit power 403
from the solution of Problem P1, which can be written as 404
follows: 405
P ctot =
K∑
k=1
q∗k, (16) 406
where q∗k is the power allocated to the kth user obtained by 407
solving problem P1 (Algorithm 1). The equivalent uplink max- 408
min problem with this total power constraint can be formulated 409
as follows: 410
P5 : max
qk,uk
min
k=1,··· ,K
RUPk , (17a) 411
s.t. ||uk|| = 1, ∀ k, (17b) 412
K∑
k=1
qk ≤ P ctot. (17c) 413
Similar to the original Problem P1, Problem P5 is not jointly 414
convex in terms of receiver filter coefficients uk and power 415
allocation qk, ∀k. However, we modify Algorithm 1 to incor- 416
porate the total power constraint in Problem P5. Similar to the 417
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alternate optimization approach for Problem P1, Problem P5418
is decoupled into receiver filter coefficient design and power419
allocation sub problems. The same generalized eigenvalue420
problem in Problem P2 is solved to determine the receiver421
filter coefficients whereas the GP formulation in P4 is adapted422
to incorporate the total power constraint (17c). This is a convex423
constraint (posynomial function in terms of power allocation)424
and the power allocation problem (GP) with the equivalent425
total power constraint remains as a convex problem.426
Lemma 1: Both the original Problem P1 and Problem P5427
yield the same solution with per-user power constraint and428
equivalent total power constraint.429
Proof: Please refer to Appendix C.430
B. Uplink-Downlink Duality for Cell-Free Massive MIMO431
In this subsection, we establish an uplink-downlink duality432
for cell-free Massive MIMO systems. In particular, it is shown433
that the same SINRs (or rate regions) can be realized for all434
users in the uplink and the downlink with the equivalent total435
power constraints, respectively [22]–[24], [32]. In other words,436
the same set of filter coefficients can be utilized in the uplink437
and the downlink to achieve the same SINRs for all users438
with different user power allocations. The following theorem439
defines the achievable downlink rate for cell-free Massive440
MIMO systems:441
Theorem 2: By employing conjugate beamforming at442
the APs, the achievable downlink rate of the kth user in the443
cell-free Massive MIMO system with K randomly distributed444
single-antenna users and M single-antenna APs is given445
by (18), shown at the bottom of this page.446
Proof: This can be derived by following the same447
approach as for the uplink in Theorem 1.448
Note that the symbol Λk′k, in (18), is defined as449
Λk′k =
[
γ1k′β1k
β1k′
,
γ2k′β2k
β2k′
, · · · , γMk′βMk
βMk′
]T
, and Υk′k450
denotes the diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are451
[γ1k′β1k, γ2k′β2k, · · · , γMk′βMk]. In addition, pk, ∀k denotes452
the downlink power allocation for the kth user. Moreover,453
the uplink SINR is given in (19), shown at the bottom of this454
page. The following Theorem provides the required condition 455
to establish the uplink-downlink duality for cell-free Massive 456
MIMO systems: 457
Theorem 3: By employing matched filtering in the uplink 458
and conjugate beamforming in the downlink, to realize the 459
same SINR tuples in both the uplink and the downlink of a 460
cell-free Massive MIMO system, with the same filter coeffi- 461
cients and different transmit power allocations, the following 462
condition should be satisfied: 463
M∑
m=1
K∑
k=1
γmk |wmk|2 =
K∑
k=1
q∗k = P
c
tot, (20) 464
where wmk denotes the (m, k)-th entry of matrix W which is 465
defined as follows: 466
W = [√p1u1,√p2u2, · · · ,√pKuK ]. (21) 467
Proof: Please refer to Appendix D. 468
C. Equivalent Max-Min Downlink Problem 469
In this subsection, we present an optimal approach to solve 470
the max-min SINR downlink problem with the equivalent total 471
power constraint. This user-fairness problem can be formulated 472
as follows: 473
P6 : max
pk,uk
min
k=1,··· ,K
RDLk , (22a) 474
s.t. ||uk|| = 1, ∀ k, (22b) 475
K∑
k=1
pk ≤ P ctot, (22c) 476
where RDLk = log2(1 + SINR
DL
k ), and SINRDLk is defined 477
in (18). This problem is difficult to jointly solve in terms 478
of transmit filter coefficients uk’s and power allocations pk’s. 479
However, similar to [4], it can be reformulated by introducing 480
a new variable by coupling both of these variables as follows: 481
482
P7 : max
W
min
k=1,··· ,K
RDLk , (23a) 483
s.t.
M∑
m=1
K∑
k=1
γmk |wmk|2 ≤ P ctot. (23b) 484
SINRDLk (U, p) =
uHk
(
pkΓkΓHk
)
uk
∑K
k′ =k u
H
k′pk′
∣
∣φHk′φk
∣
∣2 Λk′kΛHk′kuk′ +
∑K
k′=1 u
H
k′pk′Υk′kuk′ +
1
ρ
. (18)
SINRUPk (U, q) =
uHk
(
qkΓkΓHk
)
uk
uHk
(∑K
k′ =k qk′
∣
∣φHk φk′
∣
∣2 Δkk′ΔHkk′ +
∑K
k′=1 qk′Dkk′ +
1
ρRmk
)
uk
. (19)
P8 : min
W
M∑
m=1
K∑
k=1
γmk |wmk|2 (24a)
s.t.
wHk
(
ΓkΓHk
)
wk
∑K
k′ =kw
H
k′
∣
∣φHk′φk
∣
∣2 Λk′kΛHk′kwk′+
∑K
k′=1w
H
k′Υk′kwk′+
1
ρ
≥ t, (24b)
M∑
m=1
K∑
k=1
γmk |wmk|2 ≤ P ctot, (24c)
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It can be easily shown that Problem P7 is quasi-convex,485
therefore a bisection approach can be exploited to obtain the486
optimal solution for the original Problem P7 by sequentially487
solving the following power minimization problem for a given488
target SINR t at all users (24a)–(24c), shown at the bottom of489
this page, where wk represents the kth column of the matrix W490
defined in (21). Second order cone programming (SOCP) can491
be exploited to reformulate Problem P8 as a convex one.492
More precisely, for a given t, Problem P8 can be reformulated493
as follows:494
P rewrite8 : minW
M∑
m=1
K∑
k=1
γmk |wmk|2 , (25a)495
s.t. ||zk|| ≤
∑M
m=1[Γk]mwmk√
t
, ∀k, (25b)496
M∑
m=1
[Λk′k]mwmk′ ≤ χk′k, ∀k′ = k, (25c)497
M∑
m=1
[Υk′k]mw2mk′ ≤ ψ2k′k, ∀k, (25d)498
M∑
m=1
K∑
k=1
γmk |wmk|2 ≤ P ctot, (25e)499
where χk′k and ψ2k′k are slack variables, and [x]n represents500
the nth element of vector x. Moreover, we have501
zk 
[
χ1kφ
H
1 φk, · · · , χ(k−1)kφHk−1φk, χ(k+1)kφHk+1φk, · · · ,502
χKkφ
H
Kφk, ψ1k, · · · , ψKk,
1√
ρ
]
. (26)503
It can be seen that (25b) represents second order504
cone (SOC) [33]. Hence, Problem P rewrite8 is a SOCP.505
Therefore, the optimal solution for Problem P6 can be506
derived by extracting the normalized transmit filter coeffi-507
cients uk’s and power allocations pk’s as508
p∗k = ||w∗k||2, ∀k, (27a)509
u∗k =
w∗k
||w∗k||
, ∀k, (27b)510
where w∗k’s are the optimal solution of Problem P7. Note511
that constraint (23b) is an equivalent total power constraint512
to the per-user power constraint in the original uplink max-513
min SINR problem in P1, which is a more relaxed constraint514
than the per-user power constraint in P1. However, it is already515
shown in the previous sub-section that the same SINRs can516
be realized in both the uplink and the downlink with per-517
user and the equivalent total power constraints. In addition,518
the SINRs achieved in the downlink problem in P7 are519
optimal and therefore the SINRs achieved in Problem P1520
is optimal. Next, let us again consider the uplink max-min521
SINR Problems P1 and P5. After solving the uplink max-522
min SINR with total power (with the maximum available523
power P ctot =
∑K
k=1 q
∗
k defined in Problem P5), and solving 524
the uplink max-min SINR with per-user power constraints 525
(Problem P1), we observe that the obtained power allocation 526
for all users (qk, ∀k) after solving Problem P1 and Problem P5 527
are exactly the same. Moreover, after solving Problem P5 528
using the proposed Algorithm 1, it is observed that at least one 529
of the users always consumes the maximum power (i.e., there 530
always exists one user with q∗k = p
(k)
max). However, it is easy 531
to prove that it is not possible to improve the max-min rate 532
of the system by increasing the power of other users since 533
in this case we would have to decrease the power of user 534
with q∗k = p
(k)
max, which decreases the rate of this user, and 535
hence the max-min rate. This validates the optimality of the 536
proposed max-min SINR scheme in Algorithm 1. 537
VII. SUB-OPTIMAL UPLINK MAX-MIN SINR 538
In this section, we revisit the bisection search based uplink 539
max-min SINR scheme presented in [4]. First, this bisection 540
scheme is summarized and then, we propose another approach 541
to solve this max-min SINR problem by formulating it into a 542
convex optimization framework. This scheme is developed by 543
appropriately allocating transmit powers at each user with an 544
matched filtering technique at the APs. However, no receiver 545
filter coefficient design has been considered at the CPU to 546
enhance the uplink rate as in the previous section. The achiev- 547
able rate of the kth user is derived in (28), shown at the bottom 548
of this page, where ηk is the allocated transmit power at user 549
k [4]. For this scenario, the uplink max-min SINR problem 550
can be formulated as the following max-min problem: 551
P9 : max
ηk≥0
min
k
RUPk , (29a) 552
s.t. 0 ≤ ηk ≤ p(k)max. (29b) 553
A. Bisection Search Method 554
In this subsection, we present the bisection search method 555
for this quasi-linear problem. As this problem cannot be 556
directly solved in this present form, a series of power min- 557
imization problems is solved by setting the same target rate 558
for all users and the corresponding target rate is modified in the 559
next iteration according to the feasibility or infeasibility of the 560
power minimization problem at each iteration. The feasibility 561
of the following power minimization problem is verified for 562
a given target SINR t at all users in each iteration of the 563
bisection search [4]: 564
P10 : min
ηk
K∑
k=1
ηk, (30a) 565
s.t. 0 ≤ ηk ≤ p(k)max, ∀ k, (30b) 566
567
ρ
K∑
k′ =k
ηk′
(
M∑
m=1
γmk
βmk′
βmk
)2
∣
∣φHk φk′
∣
∣2 t 568
RUPk =
⎛
⎜
⎝1 +
ρηk
(∑M
m=1 γmk
)2
ρ
∑K
k′ =k ηk′
(∑M
m=1 γmk
βmk′
βmk
)2 ∣
∣φHk φk′
∣
∣2 + ρ
∑K
k′=1 ηk′
∑M
m=1 γmkβmk′ +
∑M
m=1 γmk
⎞
⎟
⎠ . (28)
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Algorithm 2 Bisection Search Method to Solve Problem P9
1. Initialize tmin, tmax and 
2. Solve Problem P10, defined in (30), with t = tmax+tmin2
3. Repeat
4. If Problem P10 is feasible, then tmin = t
5. Else, tmax = t
6. Repeat until (tmax − tmin) ≤ 
+ ρ
K∑
k′=1
ηk′
M∑
m=1
γmkβmk′ t+
M∑
m=1
γmkt569
≤ ρηk
(
M∑
m=1
γmk
)2
, ∀k. (30c)570
In this bisection search approach, first an upper and lower571
bounds of the achievable SINR are set to tmax and tmin,572
respectively and the initial target SINR t is chosen as (tmax +573
tmin)/2. If Problem P10 is feasible for a given target SINR t,574
then the lower bound tmin will be set to t and a new target575
SINR is chosen as (tmax + tmin)/2 for the next iteration. This576
procedure is continued until the difference between the upper577
and the lower bounds is smaller than a predefined threshold .578
This bisection search method based uplink max-min SINR579
scheme is summarized in Algorithm 2. Note that based on580
the analysis in [17], the bisection search method provides the581
optimal solution. In the rest of this section, we show that582
Problem P9 can be reformulated as a standard GP, which does583
not require an iterative bisection search to find the optimal584
solution.585
B. Proposed Sub-Optimal Scheme586
In this subsection, we exploit GP (convex problem) to587
develop an efficient solution for Problem P9 defined in (29).588
As mentioned in previous subsection, Problem P9 cannot be589
directly solved through the optimization software. Consider590
the following optimization problem:591
P11 : max
t,ηk
t, (31a)592
s.t. 0 ≤ ηk ≤ p(k)max, ∀ k, (31b)593
SINRUPk ≥ t, ∀ k. (31c)594
Proposition 2: Problem P11 can be reformulated into a GP.595
Proof: The standard form of GP is defined in Appendix B.596
The SINR constraint in (31c) can be reformulated into the597
posynomial function. Following a simple transformation,598
the SINR constraint in (31c) can be represented by the599
following inequality:600
η−1k
⎛
⎝
K∑
k′ =k
ekk′ηk′ +
K∑
k′=1
fkk′ηk′ + rk
⎞
⎠ <
1
t
, (32)601
where602
ekk′ =
(∑M
m=1 γmk
βmk′
βmk
)2 ∣
∣φHk φk′
∣
∣2
(∑M
m=1 γmk
)2 , (33a)603
TABLE I
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF DIFFERENT PROBLEMS
fkk′ =
∑M
m=1 γmkβmk′(∑M
m=1 γmk
)2 , (33b) 604
rk =
∑M
m=1 γmk
ρ
(∑M
m=1 γmk
)2 . (33c) 605
The transformation in (32) demonstrates that the left-hand side 606
of (32) is a posynomial function. Hence, Problem P11 is a 607
standard GP, which completes the proof of Proposition 2. 608
Based on Proposition 2, the objective function and constraints 609
of Problem P11 are monomial and posynomials functions in 610
terms of power allocaitons ηks. Hence, Problem P11 is a 611
standard GP, and can be efficiently solved through convex 612
optimization software. Simulation results are provided to show 613
that both bisection and GP based sub-optimal schemes achieve 614
the same user rate for all users. 615
VIII. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS 616
Here, we provide the computational complexity analysis for 617
the proposed Algorithm 1, which solves a generalized eigen- 618
value problem P2 and a GP (convex optimization problem) P4 619
at each iteration. For the receiver filter coefficient design in P2, 620
given by (13), an eigenvalue solver requires approximately 621
O(KM3) flops [34], [35]. Note that the complexity analysis 622
of an eigenvalue solver takes into account the matrix inversion 623
as well. In addition, a standard GP in Problem P4, defined 624
in (15), can be solved with complexity equivalent to O(K 72 ) 625
[36, Ch. 10]. The proposed sub-optimal scheme in Section VII 626
solves a GP in Problem P11, defined in (31), which can be 627
solved with O(K 72 ) [36, Ch. 10]. However, for the scheme 628
in [4], the iterative bisection search method in Algorithm 2 629
solves a SOCP at each iteration. The complexity of SOCP is 630
O(K4) in each iteration [37], [38]. Note that the total number 631
of iterations to solve Problem P9 via a bisection search method 632
is given by log2( tmax−tmin ), where  refers to a predetermined 633
threshold [33]. The number of arithmetic operations required 634
for Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2, and the proposed sub-optimal 635
scheme are provided in Table I. 636
IX. PROPOSED USER ASSIGNMENT SCHEME 637
In practice, the total backhaul capacity required between the 638
mth AP and the CPU increases linearly with the total number 639
of users served by the mth AP, which motivates the need to 640
pick a proper set of active users for each AP [28]. In [28], 641
we proposed a user assignment algorithm which can reduce 642
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the required capacity of backhaul link by assigning a limited643
number of users to each AP, however, this paper assumes644
perfect backhaul links. Hence, for simplicity we assume here645
that only thm% of the total number of users can be supported646
by the mth AP. Hence, we have647
Km ≤
(
thm
100
×K
)
, (34)648
where Km denotes the size of the set of active users for the649
mth AP. First, we find an upper bound on the size of the set of650
active users for each AP. In the next step, we propose for all651
APs that the users are sorted according to βmk, ∀k, and find652
the Km users which have the highest values of βmk among653
all users. If a user is not selected by any AP, we propose to654
find the AP which has the best link to this user. Then, we add655
the user to the set of active users for this AP and drop the656
user which has the lowest βmk, ∀k, among active users for657
that AP which have links to other APs as well. We next solve658
the original max-min SINR problem with γ˜mk ← γmk, where659
γ˜mk is given by660
γ˜mk =
{
γmk, m ∈ Sk
0, otherwise,
(35)661
where Sk refers to the set of active APs for the kth user. Note662
that optimum user assignment scheme can be considered in663
future work.664
X. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION665
In this section, we provide numerical simulation results666
to validate the performance of the proposed max-min SINR667
scheme with different parameters. A cell-free Massive MIMO668
system with M APs and K single-antenna users is considered669
in a D × D simulation area, where both APs and users are670
uniformly located at random. In the following subsections,671
we define the simulation parameters and then present the672
corresponding simulation results.673
A. Simulation Parameters674
The channel coefficients between users and APs are675
modeled in (1) where the coefficient βmk is given by [4]676
βmk = PLmk10
σsh zmk
10 , (36)677
where PLmk is the path loss from the kth user to the mth AP678
and the second term in (36), 10 σshzmk10 , denotes the shadow679
fading with standard deviation σsh = 8 dB, and zmk ∼680
N (0, 1). In the simulation, an uncorrelated shadowing model681
is considered and a three-slope model for the path loss is given682
by [4], [39]683
PLmk =
⎧
⎨
⎩
−L− 35 log10(dmk), dmk > d1,
−L−15log10(d1)−20 log10(dmk), d0<dmk≤d1,
−L− 15 log10(d1)− 20 log10(d0), dmk ≤ d0,
684
(37)685
and L = 46.3 + 33.9 log10(f) − 13.82 log10(hAP ) −686
(1.1 log10(f)− 0.7)hk + (1.56 log10(f)− 0.8), where f687
denotes the carrier frequency (in MHz), hAP and hk repre-688
sent the AP antenna height (in m) and user height (in m),689
Fig. 2. The cumulative distribution of the min uplink rate, with orthogonal
and random pilots for M = 120, K = 30 and D = 1 km2.
Fig. 3. The cumulative distribution of the min uplink rate, with orthogonal
and random pilots for M = 120, K = 30 and D = 1 km2.
respectively. The noise power is given by pn = BW × kB × 690
T0 × W, where BW = 20 MHz denotes the bandwidth, 691
kB = 1.381× 10−23 represents the Boltzmann constant, and 692
T0 = 290 (Kelvin) denotes the noise temperature. Moreover, 693
W = 9 dB, and denotes the noise figure. It is assumed that that 694
p¯p and ρ¯ denote the pilot sequence and the uplink data powers, 695
respectively, where pp = p¯ppn and ρ =
ρ¯
pn
. In simulations, 696
we set p¯p = 200 mW and ρ¯ = 200 mW. Similar to [4], 697
we assume that the simulation area is wrapped around at the 698
edges which can simulate an area without boundaries. Hence, 699
the square simulation area has eight neighbours. We evaluate 700
the average rate of the system over 300 random realizations 701
of the locations of APs, users and shadow fading. Furthermore, 702
to consider the channel estimation overhead in our compari- 703
son, we exploit the net throughput of the system which is 704
defined as [4] Rnet,k = BW
1− ττc
2
Rk, where τc represents the 705
coherence interval in samples. 706
B. Simulation Results 707
1) Performance of the Proposed Max-Min SINR Algorithm: 708
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of the pro- 709
posed uplink max-min SINR scheme. To assess the perfor- 710
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Fig. 4. The cumulative distribution of the min uplink rate, with random
pilots for M = 150, K = 50 and D = 1 km2.
Fig. 5. The cumulative distribution of the min uplink rate with proposed
user assignment scheme in Section IX, with orthogonal and random pilots for
M = 120, K = 30, Km = 20, ∀m, and D = 1 km2.
mance, a cell-free Massive MIMO system is considered with711
120 APs (M = 120) and 30 users (K = 30) who are randomly712
distributed over the simulation area of size 1× 1 km2. Fig. 3713
presents the cumulative distribution of the achievable uplink714
rates for the proposed Algorithm 1 and the scheme in [4], for715
the cases of orthogonal and random pilots. As seen in Fig. 3,716
the performance of the proposed scheme is almost three times717
than that of the scheme in [4]. Next, the performance of the718
algorithm is evaluated for a system with 150 APs (M = 150)719
and 50 users (K = 50).1 Fig. 4 similarly compares the rate of720
the proposed algorithm with the scheme in [4]. The simulation721
results in Figs. 3 and 4 show that the proposed Algorithm 1722
achieves more than double the 10% outage capacity compared723
to the scheme in [4]. Moreover, Figs. 3 and 4 demonstrate724
that the rate of the proposed max-min SINR approach is more725
concentrated around the median value.726
2) User Assignment: In this subsection, the performance of727
the proposed uplink max-min SINR scheme with the proposed728
user assignment scheme in Section IX is investigated. We set729
1The analysis in [40] demonstrates that in the limit of Massive MIMO
(M,K → ∞ and α = M
K
), when α ≥ 4, linear precoding is “virtually
optimal”, and can be used instead of dirty paper coding (DPC). In this paper,
we consider the two cases α = 120
30
= 4 and α = 150
50
= 3.
Fig. 6. The cumulative distribution of the min uplink net throughput, with
orthogonal and random pilots for M = 120, K = 30, D = 1 km2 and
τc = 200.
120 APs (M = 120) and 30 users (K = 30), and assume 730
66.66% of the total number of users can be supported by 731
each AP. Based on the analysis in Section IX, this results 732
in a total number of users supported users by each AP of 733
Km = 20, ∀m. Fig. 5 presents the cumulative distribution of 734
the achievable uplink rates for the proposed Algorithm 1 and 735
the scheme in [4] with the proposed user assignment algorithm 736
in Section IX, for the cases of orthogonal and random pilots. 737
As seen in Fig. 5, the performance of the proposed scheme is 738
significantly better than that of the scheme in [4]. In addition, 739
it can be observed from figure that the rate of the proposed 740
Algorithm 1 is more concentrated around the median. Inter- 741
estingly, by comparing the results in Figs. 3 and 5, the perfor- 742
mance degradation is negligible exploiting the proposed user 743
assignment scheme whereas based on the analysis in [28], 744
the backhaul rate is significantly reduced. 745
3) Performance of the Proposed Sub-Optimal Scheme: 746
In this subsection, we study the effect of the proposed sub- 747
optimal scheme on the system performance. Fig. 6 com- 748
pares the cumulative distribution of the achievable uplink 749
net throughput for our proposed sub-optimal scheme with 750
scheme in [4]. In order to generate the numerical results 751
for the scheme in [4], the iterative bisection search method 752
in Algorithm 2 is used whereas the proposed sub-optimal 753
scheme solves the standard GP with polynomial time com- 754
plexity. In Fig. 6, the same cell-free Massive MIMO system is 755
considered with 120 APs (M = 120) and 30 users (K = 30). 756
Figs. 6 and 7 compare the performance of the proposed 757
sub-optimal approach with the scheme in [4] for different 758
system parameters. As evidenced from these numerical results, 759
both proposed GP approach and the bisection search scheme 760
in [4] shows the same performance in terms of the achieved 761
user rate. However, the scheme in [4] is developed through 762
iterative bisection search in which a SOCP is solved at each 763
iteration, whereas the proposed GP approach does not require 764
any iterative methods and solves the problem with polynomial 765
time complexity. 766
4) Convergence: Next, we provide simulation results to 767
validate the convergence of the proposed algorithm for a set 768
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Fig. 7. The cumulative distribution of the min uplink net throughput, with
orthogonal and random pilots for M = 150, K = 50, D = 1 km2 and
τc = 200.
Fig. 8. The convergence of the proposed max-min SINR approach
(Algorithm 1) for M = 120, K = 30 and D = 1 km with orthogonal
pilots.
Fig. 9. The convergence of the proposed max-min SINR approach
(Algorithm 1) for M = 150, K = 50, D = 1 km, and the length of the
pilot sequences is set to 30 (τ = 30).
of different channel realizations. These results are generated769
over the simulation area of size 1 × 1 km2 with random and770
orthogonal pilot sequences. Fig. 8 investigates the convergence771
of the proposed Algorithm 1 with 120 APs (M = 120)772
Fig. 10. The cumulative distribution of the min uplink rate for the
original problem with per-user power constraint (Problem P1), the equivalent
uplink problem with total power constraint (Problem P5), and the equivalent
downlink problem (Problem P6), with orthogonal and random pilots for
M = 120, K = 30 and D = 1 km.
Fig. 11. The cumulative distribution of the min uplink rate for the
original problem with per-user power constraint (Problem P1), the equivalent
uplink problem with total power constraint (Problem P5), and the equivalent
downlink problem (Problem P6), with orthogonal and random pilots for
M = 150, K = 50 and D = 1 km.
and 30 users (K = 30) and orthogonal pilot sequences, 773
whereas Fig. 9 demonstrates the convergence of the proposed 774
Algorithm 1 for the case of M = 150 APs and K = 50. The 775
figures confirm that the proposed algorithm converges after a 776
few iterations, while the minimum rate of the users increases 777
with the iteration number. 778
5) Uplink-Downlink Duality in Cell-Free Massive MIMO 779
System: Here, the simulation results are provided to support 780
the theoretical derivations of the uplink-downlink duality and 781
the optimality of Algorithm 1. It is assumed that users are 782
randomly distributed through the simulation area of size 783
1 × 1 km2. Figs. 10 and 11 compare the cumulative dis- 784
tribution of the achievable uplink rates between the original 785
uplink max-min problem (Problem P1), the equivalent uplink 786
problem (Problem P5) and the equivalent downlink problem 787
(Problem P6). In Fig. 10, the minimum uplink rate is obtained 788
for a system with 120 APs (M = 120) and 30 users 789
(K = 30) whereas Fig. 11 presents the same results for 790
150 APs (M = 150) and 50 users (K = 50). The simulation 791
results provided in Figs. 10 and 11 validate our result that 792
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the problem formulations P1, P5 and P6 are equivalent and793
achieve the same minimum user rate. In addition, these results794
support our result on the uplink-downlink duality for cell-free795
Massive MIMO in Section VI and the proof of optimality of796
Algorithm 1.797
XI. CONCLUSIONS798
We have considered cell-free Massive MIMO which has799
the potential to meet the capacity requirements of 5G. Com-800
pared to the collocated Massive MIMO, the distributed version801
brings the APs much closer to the “cell edge” users, which802
leads to a uniformly good service for all users. We have803
investigated the uplink max-min SINR problem in cell-free804
Massive MIMO systems and proposed an optimal solution805
to maximize the minimum uplink user rate. To realize the806
solution, the original max-min problem was divided into two807
sub-problems which were iteratively solved by formulating808
them respectively as a generalized eigenvalue problem and809
as GP. The optimality of the proposed solution has been810
validated by establishing the uplink-downlink duality for cell-811
free Massive MIMO systems. Next, a novel sub-optimal812
scheme was developed through formulating the max-min813
power allocation problem as a standard GP, which efficiently814
and globally solves the max-min SINR problem. Simulation815
results have been provided to demonstrate the effectiveness816
and the optimality of the proposed schemes in comparison817
with the existing schemes. In addition, these results con-818
firm that the proposed max-min SINR algorithm can signif-819
icantly improve the uplink user rate, compared to existing820
algorithms.821
APPENDIX A822
PROOF OF THEOREM 1823
The desired signal for user k is given by824
DSk =
√
ρE
{
M∑
m=1
umkgˆ
∗
mkgmk
√
qk
}
=
√
ρqk
M∑
m=1
umkγmk.825
(38)826
Hence,827
|DSk|2 = ρqk
(
M∑
m=1
umkγmk
)2
. (39)828
Moreover, the term E{|BUk|2} can be obtained as829
E
{
|BUk|2
}
830
= ρE
{∣∣∣
∣
∣
M∑
m=1
umkgˆ
∗
mkgmk
√
qk831
− ρE
{
M∑
m=1
umkgˆ
∗
mkgmk
√
qk
}∣∣
∣
∣∣
2
⎫
⎬
⎭
832
= ρ
M∑
m=1
qku
2
mk
(
E
{
|gˆ∗mkgmk − E {gˆ∗mkgmk}|2
})
833
= ρqk
M∑
m=1
u2mkγmkβmk, (40)834
where the last equality comes from the analysis in 835
[4, Appendix A], and using the following fact that; γmk = 836
E{|gˆmk|2} = √τppβmkcmk. The term E{|IUIkk′ |2} is 837
derived as 838
E{|IUIkk′ |2} 839
= ρE
⎧
⎨
⎩
∣
∣
∣∣
∣
M∑
m=1
umkgˆ
∗
mkgmk′
√
qk′
∣
∣
∣∣
∣
2
⎫
⎬
⎭
840
= pE
{∣∣∣
∣
∣
M∑
m=1
cmkumkgmk′
√
qk′ 841
×
(
√
τpp
K∑
i=1
gmiφ
H
k φi+φ
H
k np,m
)∗∣∣
∣
∣∣
2
⎫
⎬
⎭
842
= ρ qk′E
⎧
⎨
⎩
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
M∑
m=1
cmkumkgmk′ n˜
∗
mk
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
⎫
⎬
⎭
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
843
+ ρτpp E
⎧
⎨
⎩
qk′
∣∣
∣
∣
∣
M∑
m=1
cmkumkgmk′
(
K∑
i=1
gmiφ
H
k φi
)∗∣∣
∣
∣
∣
2
⎫
⎬
⎭
︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
, 844
(41) 845
where the third equality in (41) is due to the fact that for 846
two independent random variables X and Y and E{X} = 847
0, we have E{|X + Y |2} = E{|X |2} + E{|Y |2} [4]. Since 848
n˜mk = φHk np,m ∼ CN (0, 1) is independent of the term gmk′ , 849
the term A in (41) is given immediately by 850
A = qk′
M∑
m=1
c2mku
2
mkβmk′ . (42) 851
The term B in (41) can be obtained as 852
B = τppqk′E
⎧
⎨
⎩
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
M∑
m=1
cmkumk |gmk′ |2φHk φk′
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
⎫
⎬
⎭
︸ ︷︷ ︸
C
853
+ τppqk′E
⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩
∣∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
M∑
m=1
cmkumkgmk′
⎛
⎝
K∑
i=k′
gmiφ
H
k φi
⎞
⎠
∗∣∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
⎫
⎪⎬
⎪⎭
︸ ︷︷ ︸
D
. 854
(43) 855
The first term in (43) is given by 856
C = τppqk′E
⎧
⎨
⎩
∣∣
∣
∣
∣
M∑
m=1
cmkumk |gmk′ |2φHk φk′
∣∣
∣
∣
∣
2
⎫
⎬
⎭
857
= 2τppqk′
∣
∣φHk φk′
∣
∣2
M∑
m=1
c2mku
2
mkβ
2
mk′ + τppqk′ 858
E
⎧
⎨
⎩
∣
∣φHk φk′
∣
∣2
M∑
m=1
M∑
n=m
cmkcnkumkunk |gmk′|2|gnk′|2
⎫
⎬
⎭
859
= τppqk′
∣
∣φHk φk′
∣
∣2
M∑
m=1
c2mku
2
mkβ
2
mk′ 860
+ qk′
∣∣φHk φk′
∣∣2
(
M∑
m=1
umkγmk
βmk′
βmk
)2
, (44) 861
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where the last equality is derived based on the fact γmk =862 √
τppβmkcmk. The second term in (43) can be obtained as863
D = τppqk′E
⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩
∣
∣∣
∣
∣
∣
M∑
m=1
cmkumkgmk′
⎛
⎝
K∑
i=k′
gmiφ
H
k φi
⎞
⎠
∗∣∣∣
∣
∣
∣
2
⎫
⎪⎬
⎪⎭
864
= τpp
M∑
m=1
K∑
i=k′
qk′c
2
mku
2
mkβmk′βmi
∣
∣φHk φi
∣
∣2. (45)865
Hence, (41) can be written as866
E
{
|IUIkk′ |2
}
= qk′
M∑
m=1
c2mku
2
mkβmk′
︸ ︷︷ ︸
C1
867
+ τppqk′
∣
∣φHk φk′
∣
∣2
M∑
m=1
c2mku
2
mkβ
2
mk′868
+ τppqk′
M∑
m=1
K∑
i=k′
c2mku
2
mkβmk′βmi
∣
∣φHk φi
∣
∣2869
qk′
∣
∣φHk φk′
∣
∣2
(
M∑
m=1
umkγmk
βmk′
βmk
)2
, (46)870
and871
C2 = τppqk′
∣
∣φHk φk′
∣
∣2
M∑
m=1
c2mku
2
mkβ
2
mk′872
+ τppqk′
M∑
m=1
M∑
i=k′
c2mku
2
mkβmk′βmi
∣
∣φHk φi
∣
∣2
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C3
. (47)873
For the last term of (47), we have874
C3 = τppqk′
M∑
m=1
K∑
i=k′
c2mku
2
mkβmk′βmi
∣
∣φHk φi
∣
∣2875
= τppqk′
(
M∑
m=1
u2mkcmkβmk′
K∑
i=1
cmkβmi
∣∣φHk φi
∣∣2876
−
M∑
m=1
u2mkc
2
mkβmk′
∣∣φHk φk′
∣∣2
)
877
=
√
τppqk′
M∑
m=1
u2mkcmkβmk′βmk − qk′
M∑
m=1
u2mkc
2
mkβmk′878
− τppqk′
M∑
m=1
u2mkc
2
mkβmk′
∣
∣φHk φk′
∣
∣2 , (48)879
where in the last step, we used equation (4). As a result,880
C1 + C2 =
√
τppqk′
∑M
m=1 u
2
mkcmkβmk′βmk. Then finally881
we have882
E
{
|IUIkk′ |2
}
= ρqk′
(
M∑
m=1
u2mkβmk′γmk
)
883
+ ρqk′
∣
∣φHk φk′
∣
∣2
(
M∑
m=1
umkγmk
βmk′
βmk
)2
.884
(49)885
The total noise for user k is given by 886
E
{
|TNk|2
}
=E
⎧
⎨
⎩
∣
∣
∣
∣∣
M∑
m=1
umkgˆ
∗
mknm
∣
∣
∣
∣∣
2
⎫
⎬
⎭
=
M∑
m=1
u2mkγmk, 887
(50) 888
where the last equality is due to the fact that the terms gˆmk 889
and nm are uncorrelated. Finally, by substituting (39), (40), 890
(49) and (50) into (9), SINR of kth user is obtained by (10). 891
which completes the proof of Theorem 1. 892
APPENDIX B 893
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1 894
The standard form of GP is defined as follows [33]: 895
P12 : min f0(x), (51a) 896
s.t. fi(x)≤1, i=1, · · · ,m, gi(x)=1, i=1, · · · , p, 897
(51b) 898
where f0 and fi are posynomial and gi are monomial func- 899
tions. Moreover, x = {x1, · · · , xn} represent the optimization 900
variables. The SINR constraint in (15c) is not a posynomial 901
function in its form, however it can be rewritten into the 902
following posynomial function: 903
uHk
(∑K
k′ =kqk′
∣∣φHk φk′
∣∣2 Δkk′ΔHkk′ +
∑K
k′=1 qk′Dkk′ +
1
ρRk
)
uk
uHk
(
qkΓkΓHk
)
uk
904
<
1
t
, ∀k. (52) 905
By applying a simple transformation, (52) is equivalent to the 906
following inequality: 907
q−1k
⎛
⎝
K∑
k′ =k
akk′qk′ +
K∑
k′=1
bkk′qk′ + ck
⎞
⎠ <
1
t
, (53) 908
where 909
akk′ =
uHk
(∣
∣φHkφk′
∣
∣2Δkk′ΔHkk′
)
uk
uHk
(
ΓkΓHk
)
uk
, (54a) 910
bkk′ =
uHk Dkk′uk
uHk
(
ΓkΓHk
)
uk
, ck =
uHk Rkuk
ρuHk
(
ΓkΓHk
)
uk
. (54b) 911
The transformation in (53) shows that the left-hand side 912
of (52) is a posynomial function. Therefore, the power 913
allocation problem P4 is a standard GP (convex problem), 914
where the objective function and constraints are monomial 915
and posynomial, respectively, which completes the proof of 916
Proposition 1. 917
APPENDIX C 918
PROOF OF LEMMA 1 919
This lemma is proven by exploiting the unique optimal 920
solution of uplink max-min SINR problem with total power 921
through an eigensystem [22]. This problem is iteratively solved 922
and the optimal receiver filter coefficient U˜ is determined by 923
solving Problem P3. Next, we scale the power allocation at 924
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SINRUPk =
qku
H
k
(
D˜k︷ ︸︸ ︷
ΓkΓHk
)
uk
uHk
(∑K
k′ =k qk′ |φHk φk′ |2Δkk′ΔHkk′︸ ︷︷ ︸
R˜kk′
+
∑K
k′=1 qk′ Dkk′︸︷︷︸
˜˜Rkk′
+
1
ρ
Rk
)
uk
. (58)
each user such that the per-user power constraints are satisfied.925
Let us consider the following optimization problem for a given926
receiver filter coefficient U˜:927
P11 : CUPk
(
U˜, Ptot
)
= max
qk
min
k=1,··· ,K
SINRUPk
(
U˜, q
)
,928
(55a)929
subject to
K∑
k=1
qk ≤ Ptot. (55b)930
The optimal solution of Problem P11 can be determined by931
finding the unique eigenvector of an eigensystem and the932
power allocation q˜ satisfies the condition
∑K
k=1 q˜k = Ptot [22].933
The SINRs of all users defined in (10), can be collectively934
written as935
936
q˜
1
CUPk
(
U˜, Ptot
) = DΨ
(
U˜
)
q˜ + Dσ
(
U˜
)
, (56)937
where σ
(
U˜
) ∈ CK×1, σk (uk) = 1
ρ
M∑
m=1
u˜mkγmk and D and938
Ψ
(
U˜
)
are defined as939
D = diag
[
1
u˜H1 D˜1u˜1
, · · · , 1
u˜HKD˜K u˜K
]
,940
[
Ψ
(
U˜
)]
kk′ =
{
u˜Hk
˜˜Rkku˜k, k = k′,
u˜Hk R˜kk′ u˜k + u˜
H
k
˜˜Rkk′ u˜k, k = k′,
(57)941
where using (10), D˜k R˜kk′ and ˜˜Rkk′ are defined as (58), shown942
at the top of this page.943
Having both sides of (56) multiplied by 1T = [1, · · · , 1]T ,944
we obtain 1
CUPk (U˜,Ptot)
=
1
Ptot
1T D˜Ψ
(
U˜
)
q˜ + 1
Ptot
1T Dσ
(
U˜
)
,945
which can be combined with (56) to define the following946
eigensystem:947
Λ
(
U˜, Ptot
)
q˜ext =
1
CUPk
(
U˜, Ptot
) q˜ext, [q˜ext]K+1 = 1, (58)948
where the extended coupling matrix Λ
(
D˜, Ptot
)
is given by949
Λ
(
D˜, Ptot
)
=
⎡
⎣
DΨT
(
U˜
)
Dσ
(
U˜
)
1
Ptot
1T DΨT
(
U˜
) 1
Ptot
1T Dσ
(
U˜
)
⎤
⎦. (59)950
The optimal power allocation q˜ is obtained by determining951
the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of952
Λ
(
U˜, Ptot
)
and scaling the last element to one as follows:953
q˜ext =
[
q˜
1
]
, Λ
(
U˜, Ptot
)
q˜ext = λmax
(
Λ
(
U˜, Ptot
))
q˜ext. (60)954
Note that the dominant eigenvector can be scaled by any955
positive value to satisfy a particular condition. As such,956
we further scale q˜ to satisfy the per-user power constraints 957
as follows: 958
q˜ =
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
qˆ1
max(qˆ)
.
.
.
qˆK
max(qˆ)
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
, where qˆ =
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
q˜1
p
(1)
max
.
.
.
q˜K
p
(K)
max
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
, (61) 959
where first the ratios between each component of the allocated 960
power, q˜k, ∀k, and the maximum available power, p(k)max, ∀k, 961
are calculated. Then the power allocation q˜ is obtained by 962
dividing all components of q˜ by the maximum value among 963
the components of qˆ, i.e., max(qˆ). In the next iteration, 964
the same max-min problem is solved with a new total power 965
constraint obtained by summing up the allocated power to all 966
users in the previous iteration, i.e., Ptot =
∑K
k=1 q˜k. At the 967
convergence, the per-user power constraints are satisfied with 968
achieving the same uplink SINR for all users. Interestingly, 969
if this max-min problem is solved with the corresponding total 970
power constraint, then it will converge to the same optimal 971
solution of max-min problem with per-user power constraints. 972
This is due to the property that the eigensystem exploited 973
to obtain the power allocation in (58) has a unique positive 974
eigenvalue and a corresponding unique eigenvector. Therefore, 975
Problems P1 and P5 are equivalent and have the same optimal 976
solution. 977
APPENDIX D 978
PROOF OF THEOREM 3 979
To achieve the same SINR tuples in both the uplink and the 980
downlink, the following condition should be satisfied: 981
982
SINRDLk (U, p) = SINRUPk (U, q), ∀k. (62) 983
By substituting uplink and downlink SINRs, in (19) and (18), 984
respectively, in equation (62) and summing all equations by 985
both sides, we have 986
p1
M∑
m=1
u2m1γm1 + · · ·+ pK
M∑
m=1
u2mKγmK =
K∑
k=1
qk. (63) 987
Therefore, this condition between the total transmit power 988
on the uplink and the equivalent total transmit power on the 989
downlink should be satisfied to realize the same SINRs for all 990
set of users, which completes the proof of Theorem 3. 991
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